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Carter Resists Efforts
To Get Lance To Resign

Mrs. Jackie Overbey and Mrs. Libby Hart discussed with A. W. Simmons, Jr, Executive Vice President of Bank of Murray
and also past President of Murray Civic Music the "Buffet Russe" planned for Sunday evening at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray. This kick-off dinner will initiate the 1977-78 Concert Season Drive in Murray. The Murray Civic Music
Association will operate Headquarter Offices in the lobby of the Main Bank, Downtown,during banking hours September
12th through the 16th.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is resisting efforts to get Bert
Lance to resign as White House budget
director, despite warnings by two
leading senators that serious new
allegations about Lance's financial
affairs have been uncovered.
At a White House meeting Monday,
Sen. Abrabam Ribicoff, D-Conn., and
Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., told Carter the
new allegations are "of such a serious
nature" that Lance should step down
before trying to defend himself.
But it was learned that Carter and
Lance will not consider a resignation at
this point. The President, it became
known, still feels Lance has done
nothing wrong and will be vindicated by
the committee's investigation.
Ribicoff and Percy are ranking
members of the Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee, which confirmed
Lance as budget director. The
committee and two other congressional
panels are investigating Lance's
activities as the head of two Georgia
banks before Carter appointed him to
head the Office of Management and
Budget last January.

Father And Sons Get Together
After Separation Of 30 Years
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
"The Lord has been merciful — we've
been a family looking for each other for
30 years."
The family that has been looking for
each other is the family of Rev. William
Cox, now of Lynn Grove, and the family
is finally together.
The family reunion that occurred this
holiday weekend is not your average
family retrniori. Their story is one of the
most touching you'll ever hear.
Up until the last few days, Rev.
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William Cox had had one son that he
had never seen, and another son that he
hadn't seen since he was five months
old.
"I was in World War II," Rev. Cox
explained as he began to unfold the
story of 30 years of searching, "when I
met the boys' mother while stationed in
Massachusetts. We were married, and
after I got out of the service, we moved
to Southern Minois.
"Tom was about five months old at
the time, and my wife was expecting
with Michael. She was just never
satisfied in Illinois, though, and so she
leftme, taking Tom with her, and went
back to Massachusetts. I heard from
her once after that, and never was in
contact again.
"After that, I lived a pretty rough
life. I was an alcoholic, and I got mixed
up with a pretty rough gang of men up
around North St. Louis. I had several
close brushes with the law, and
although I didn't get caught, I could
have been doing a life sentence.
"After I was converted, I remarried
and entered the ministry. I have been in
the ministry for 28 years, and have been
an ordained minister for 27 years. I've
pastored five churches in the last 25
years."
Cox continued that he and his wife
recently moved down here to Lynn
Grove from Lima, Ohio, feeling that it
was the Lord's will that they retire, at
least for a couple of years. "A few
months before that, I had finally given
up all hope of ever finding my sons. I
had put it out of my mind that I had two
other sons, and set about living my own
life."
Rev. and Mrs. Cox have two sons of
their own, Timothy, age 21, and another
son in Germany in the service. Tat son
has two sons of his own.
Two weeks after the Cox's moved to
Lynn Grove, they received a call from
his sister. Wanda, saying that his two
sons were trying to find him. About two
hours after that, he got a call from Mike
telling him who he was. "And I said,

'Yes,I am your fahter."•
Mike,the younger of Cox's sons by his
first marriage, said that he and his
older brother Tom had been trying to
find their father on their own. The sons
remembered wondering about their
father all their lives, and started trying
to find him even by age nine.
"We wrote to city halls in Southern
Illinois, asking for information on a
William Cox or a Pete Cox, who is our
uncle. But we had no luck with that.
Then we started calling people with the
name Cox throughout the Southern
Illinois area, in Joliet, Peoria, and
Carlton.
"Then, I was sitting at my mother's
See FAMILY
Page 10, Column 5

Hunt To Speak'
To Local Democrats
Howard (Sonny) Hunt of Frankfort,
chairman of the State Central
Democratic Executive Committee, will
be the featured speaker at a special
dinner meeting of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee
Monday evening,Sept. 12.
To begin with a social hour at 6:30 p.
m., the meeting of the Colonial House
Smorgasbord is open to the public. Z. C.
Enix, chairman of the county
committee, said all precinct committee
leaders are especially urged to be
present for the get-together.
"We would also welcome a good
turnout of interested citizens because it
is not often we have the state part
chairman in Calloway County to meet
with us," he added.
Ron Christopher, a member of the
county committee, will serve as master
of ceremonies. Clayton Hargrove is
serving as the dinner committee
chairman.
Reservations for the $4.25 a plate
dinner should be made by 5 p.
Thursday, Sept.8, by calling Z. C. Enix
at 753-1474 or Larue Sledd at 753-5842.

Among those scheduled to testify
before the governmental affairs panel
was Robert Bloom, who had been
acting comptraller of the currency and
had praised Lance before the
committee during confirmation
hearings. He reportedly planned to
testify that he had not mentioned that
he knew of Lance's financial problems
because he had assumed senators had
been told about them by White House
aides.
The senators declined Monday to tell
reporters what new information their
staffs had uncovered about Lance's
financial affairs, but Percy called for
appointment of a special prosecutor to
handle the investigation.
Ribicoff planned to brief the
committee on the new allegations today
as a House banking subcommittee was
asking banking examiners how
thoroughly they investigated Lance
wheo he was first confirmed.
Ribicoff had been a staunch defender
of the budget director after previous
inquiries into his finances. After
hearings in July he asserted that Lance
had been "smeared" by the press.

But Ribicoff told reporters Monday:
"I think it would be wiser for Bert
Lance to resign. I don't think Bert
Lance can be an effective budget
director while this is going on."
The only official White House
comment on the Monday statements by
the two senators was that the President
appreciates their plans to begin
hearings without delay.
Lance had no comment, but Ribicoff
said he understands Lance is
determined to remain in office and feels
he has been maligned.
Comptroller of the Currency John G.
Heimann cleared Lance of any crimes
in a report to the committee Aug. 18.
But H-imann has said his investigation
did find unsafe and unsound — although
legal — banking practices.
The congressional investigations
center on bank overdrafts by Lance and
his family, Lance's pledge of the same
collateral for separate loans at
different banks, his personal use of
bank aircraft and whether he fully
disclosed his investment holdings at his
confirmation hearings.

LAB SCHOOL REUNION — Planning for the Lab School Reunion on October 29
at the Murray State University Exposition Center were members of the steering committee. This reunion will be for
all graduates, former students,
former faculty, former student teachers, along with friends and spouses, of the lab
school known at Murray Training
School, Murray College High School, University School, until it was closed in 1976.
Pictured are, left to right, seated,
Oneida Boyd, Elizabeth Hart, Dan Shipley, Wilson Gantt, Dortha Jones, Jo Lovett,
standing, Barbara Brandon, Charles
Leroy Hdridge, Howard Steely, Emma Sue Hutson, Mandl Vinson, Vernon Gantt,
Wanda Dick, and Jo Burkeen.
Members not pictured are Anna Mae Thurman, Rebecca Dublin, Bob Melugin, Vernon
Shown,and Martha Guier.
Staff Photo by David Hill

University Lab School Reunion
Being Planned For October 29
JO BURKEEN
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
They called us the Colts! That's right
— Colts. We were the young ones of the
Thoroughbreds of first Murray State
Teachers College, then Murray State
College, and then Murray State
University until the final graduating
high school class in 1970 and the six
grades until 1976.
This graduating class of 1970 was the
44th graduating class of that school
formerly located on the campus of
Murray State University.
The school was first known as
Murray Training School; then Murray
College High School; and when closed
completely in the spring of 1976 was

known as the University School.
A reunion of all graduates, former
students ( whether graduated or not),
former faculty, former student
teachers etc., of the Lab School —
Murray Training, Murray College
High, University School, or whatever
name it was when you attended — has
been scheduled for Saturday, October
29, at 6:00 p.m. at the Murray State
Exposition Center on the College Farm
Road, Murray.
Though this. has been scheduled
during the homecoming weekend at
Murray State University, this one event
is planned for alumni, former students
and faculty, former student teachers,
along with their friends and spouses, of

the lab school or whatever name it was
when you attended.
An informal barbecue has been
scheduled with the cost being only $3.50
per person.
Wilson Gantt, registrar dt Murray
State University, and Dan Shipley,
local insurance executive, co-chairmen
of the steering committee for the
reunion, said it is hoped that this will be
a memorable occasion for all persons
who were ever a part of the school that
was an integral part of the community
in scholastic events, sports, etc.
The late W. J. Gibson was the first
principal of the school and his '
See LAB SCHOOL
Page 10, Column 5

Auditions For 'Fantasticks'
Scheduled For This Thursday
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The Fathers, are the parents of the
The Murray-Calloway County
that has delighted audiences around the
young lovers. And are concerned with
world. The production will be staged
Community Theatre has scheduled
auditions for its up-coming production., the complications of the buddfng
inside The Old Freight Depot on
romance.
of the smash Broadway musical, "The
Railroad Avenue.
The Bandit El Gallo, keeps the entire
Fantasticks." Auditions will be held
The show will run Thursday. Friday,
this Thursday evening, September 8, story together as the plot thickens. He
and Saturday evenings. October 13, 14,
is an ageless man who was around
from 7:00-9:00 at the public library.
15, at 8.00. Also, there will be a Sunday
when time began.
"This will be an open audition for
afternoon matinee at 3:00 on October
The Mute, acts as the stage manager
anyone in the community who would
16.
for the show. He is present for the entire
like to come and do a reading and-or
production. He assists by getting the
sing a song," a spokesman said. -This
"Ithe Fantasticks" opened at the
actors the props they need as they need
song does not necessarily have to come
Sullivan Street Playhouse in Greenwich
them.
from the show and an accompanist will
Village, New York, on May 3, 1960. At
Two other non-singing parts include
be provided for anyone who wishes to
this writing the eight-character
Henry the old actor, and Mortimer, the
ling, however, there are three nonmusical is still playing to capacity
min who dies.
singing roles in the show," the
houses at the 150-seat theatre.
—The Fantasticks" is the world's
Spokesman added.
When we consider the limited
longest running musical in its
The roles for this show include:
experience of the play's creators and
eighteenth season at The Sullivan,
The Boy, is alp innocent lad who has
staff, the purposely makeshift nature of
,fallen in love for the first time.
Street Theatre, Off-Broadway in New
life settings and costumes, and the
The Girl,. is sixteen and in love with 'York.
decidely mixed critical reception, it all
ThsCraitinu oily -Theatre will otrv
- - begins to assunr ttre aspects iga,444ior
ttiO bnY. This is h-iiIrst.romance ind.A,„
%../..marsuipaeinateriter, . - • - :141.MIllikrtsrogrit--....t'SW*. Miry .:'--Carreatfez'thelliibitesniu it4,,
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COOKING'
IS FUN
•
y CECI • BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
SUPPER FOR FOUR
Fancy Burgers Sesame Rolls
Giant Salad Bowl
Fresh Fruit Cobbler Beverage
FANCY BURGERS
1 pound ground chuck beef
4 pimiento-stuffed green
olives
2 flat anchovy fillets
Salt
Divide beef into 8 even portions. Flatten each portion to a
3a2-inch round. Chop olives and
anchovies and sprinkle over 4
of the patties.- Cover with reinairung patties and press
edges together. Heat a 10-inch
iron skillet until very hot;
sprinkle lightly with salt; add
hamburgers and cook over high
heat for 2 minutes on each
side; turn heat very low and
cook W1441101'- minute - if you
waxd._hamburgers rare in center, longer for medium or welldone patties. Serve at once.
Makes 4 servings.

heat eiette

Miss Curd Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Steele At Church

The marriage of Miss Karen
Denise Curd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Curd, to
Steven Dale Steele, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Steele was
solemnized on Saturday.
August the sixth at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Bro. John Dale officiated at
the doublrting ceremony read
.iit six p.m.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar centered by an
arched candelabrum and on
either side were spiral-sh4piecl„
candelabra. 13ttlOw- the altar
were urns of greenery on each
side. The family pews were
marked by white tapers,
bows, and greenery.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was elegant in
her formal gown of white
organza. A wide panel of
ribbed organza centered with
tiny covered buttons and
outlined with Venice lace
graced the front of the gown
extending from the wedding
c'PASt-ii" 7/ 1
band collar to the hemline.
MEATBALLS
More Venice lace trimmed the
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Dale Steele
X235
sheer fitted sleeves and encircled the hem sweeping to
Garry Evans, and Kenneth tapers flanked the centered
•
an extra generous train.
•S•r.,•
A matching mantilla, at- Cleaver.
•
el —IL
floral arrangement.
re:
„
•
• The ushers were Scott
tached to a camelot headOn a separate table was a
400,•"4;74,7
411A—.../ .1 • wk.
Marvin and Bruce Marvin.
piece, held a fingertip veil of
four tiered wedding cake
The men of the wedding decorated with matching
illusion encircled with Venice
4-10 p.m Wednesday at
lace, and poised over
party wore snappy ginger flowers.
cathedral veils sprinkled with tuxedoes.
Serving at the—reception
Chuck Baker and Leigh were Mrs. Jerry Jones, Mrs.
motifs of Venice lace and seed
Jealf5
P•
Baker were the ring bearers. Mike Baker, Miss Vicki
pearls.
RESTAURANTS
She carried a cascade Chuck wore tuxedo identical Chadwick, Miss Tammy
bouquet of silk summer to the groomsman, and Leigh Feltner, and Miss Danna
wore a white floor length dress Shipley. Janie Duke and Leigh
flowers tied with white rib•=••••II
bons extending to strearriers. trimmed with floral organza Baker distributed rice bags to
matching the bridesmaids' the guests from white wicker
She wore diamond earrings, a
capelets and parasols. They baskets with bows at the
gift of the groom.
The bride chose Miss both carried white satin heart handles.
Belinda Suiter as her maid of shaped pillows with streamers
Following a wedding trip to
honor. Her gown was a mint tied in love knots.
Florida, the bridal couple is
Miss Janie Duke, cousin of residing at Northwood Living
green knit with a floral
matching capelet. She carried the bride, was the flower girl. Apartments.
a floral parasol decorated She was dressed identical to
Rehearsal Dinner
with a bouquet of silk flowers. Little Miss Baker and carried
The parents of the groom,
She also wore a matching a mint green basket of rose Mr. and Mrs. John C. Steele,
petals.
headpiece of silk flowers.
entertained the wedding partyl'
The mother of the bride with a rehearsal dinner held at
Miss Karen Jackson, Mrs.
Cindy Herndon, sister of the wore an emerald green formal Seven Seas on the evening of
Per Pose In Living
groom, and Misses Tammy length gown. Mrs. Steele wore August fifth. The tables were
and Stacey Curd, sisters of the a rose colored floor length decorated with dried flower
bride, were the bridesmaids. gown. Both mothers wore arrangements and covers
Their gowns, parasols, and corsages of silk gardenias.
were laid for thirty-four
For Each Original Print
headpieces were identical to
Grandmothers of the bride, persons.
Minimum 10 For $4.90
Mrs. Wyman Jones and Mrs.
that of the maid of honor.
The bridal couple chose this
•No limit •All Ages
The groom wore a white Garvin Curd, and the grand- time to present gifts to their
•Groups Okay
tuxedo and his bOutonniere mother of the groom, Mrs. attendants.
was of silk flowers.
Claude Steele, were presented
Jackie Herndon, brother-in- corsages of white carnations.
The Professionals
Bread Is Spicy
The guest register was kept
law of the groom, served as
HIS. 121h 753-0035
best man. Groomsmen were by Miss Julie Peebles and
Touch Ai'Cookout
Free Parking In Rear
Larry Evans, Alan Jones, Miss Sherry' Crawford.
Directors of the wedding
Garlic or herb bread is alwere Mrs. Bill Marvin and
ways popular at cookouts.
Mrs. Richard Latimer.
Slice a loaf of French, ItalReception
Tonite!!
ian or Vienna bread, spread
The bride's parents enboth sides of each slice with
Bargain Nite
tertained with a reception at
seasoned
butter (add a small
At These Theatres
the Holiday Inn following the
amount
of
garlic powder or a
ceremony.
The bride's table was blend of your favorite herbs
to softened butter) wrap the
centered with a gold urn
containing an arrangement of loaf in aluminum foil and
IClose"jj
assorted summer flowers: heat in the oven or on top of
Gold candelabra holding white the grill.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, September 6
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
smorgasbord (potluck)
supper at the club house at
6:30 p. m. with Mrs. Howard
Keller as speaker.
Piano recital by Dr. James
McKeever, new faculty
member, will be at 8:15 p. m.
in the Old Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Building, Murray State
University.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

'Curious' Boy Sitter
Needed Sex Ed
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The letter about whether to have a boy
babysitter caught my eye because of an experience we had
years ago.
When our daughter was 3 and our son was 5, we had a
nice, shy neighbor boy stay with them occasionally. When
the 5-year-old told us about some of the funny games the
sitter was trying to play with our daughter, we reported
the incident to the sitter's parents and decided "no more
boy sitters."
Today I would amend that decision: no more boy sitters
unless I knew the family well enough to be assured that
their attitude toward early sex education was sufficiently
enlightened and that they provided their kids with the
information they asked for.
Our boy sitter did nothing violent; his transgression was
the obvious result of a natural curiosity that had been
consistently thwarted at home and sadly neglected at
school.
Now, 17 years after that incident, I read in the papers
about pregnant 12- and 13-year-old girls who don't know
what "contraception" means, and teenage boys who
accidentally become fathers. And I think that mothers
should worry less about the danger of having a boy sitter
and more about the backward attitude of the large and
powerful "nice" segment of our society. This group seems
hal:tent on keeping kids dangerously curious and
uninformed even as they stand in the midst of wall-to-wall
centerfolds.
What our kids don't know about responsible sex and
parenthood is hurting us all.
CONCERNED PARENT

Tuesday,September
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have an installation of
officers at the home of
Carolyn Carroll.
Wednesday,September 7
Bridge with Agnes Fair as
hostess and golf with Della
Boggess will be at 9:30a. m. at
the Oaks Country Club.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p. m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with Nova Douglass as
hostess. The program on
"Elements of Design" will be
by Obera Brown.

Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, willhaveW=C1111001$47CouiRlLi
"hut—eh—Fox" potluck tit,pr- Teachers boat trip—will leave-club house at 6:30 p.m.
from the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park Marina at
Calloway County Farm eleven a. m.
Bureau King, Queen, and
Talent contests will be at
Woody Herman and his 16
University Student Center member Thundering Herd
auditorium; North 16th Street. band will present a concert at
eight p. m. at Lovett
Murray Assembly No. 19 Auditorum, Murray State
Order of the Rainbow for Girls University. Admission is $3.50
will meet at seven p. m. at the adults and $2.50
students.
Masonic Hall.
Craft lesson on lap desks
Tuesday, September 6
will be held at 9:30 a. m. for
Important open public
the Calloway Homemakers
meeting on the new 641 South
Clubs.
Water District and city of
Hazel will be held at the Hazel
Community Center at seven p.
Eggplant doesn't need to be
m. For information call J. B. stored in the refrigerator, but
Roach, 492-8158, or Cy Miller use it while its skin is still glossy and unwrinkled.
492-8758.

United Figure Salon's
4th Anniversary

DEAR CONCERNED: Your concern about keeping
children "dangerously curious" and uninformed is valid.
But curious and uninformed sitters come in two sexes, and
some GIRL sitters sometimes try to play funny games
with little boys.

Special
1 Year
Membership

DEAR ABBY: A fine young bachelor has recently joined
the firm where lam employed. I am not a matchmaker, but
I know an outstanding single lady I think he would like. I
have a feeling these two would find a lot in common, and I
would like to get them together. How do I go about it
without being too obvious?
Should I tell him I know a nice woman, and then wait for
him to offer to take her out? That seems rather
presumptuous, and I'm afraid it might make the woman
appear too available. Any suggestions?
MRS. IN-BETWEEN

$10000
Terms Available
(58 00 monthly overage)
(Savings of over
$60 per the year)

DEAR MRS.: Arrange an informal evening at your
home and invite them separately. [The more people you
invite, the less "obvious" you'll be.] And if they have as
much in common as you think they have, theyll "discover"
each other.
IP S. One cardinal rule for matchmakers: Don't arrange
a match unless you think you're doing them BOTH a
favor.]

Enroll Today Start your shapeup program
anytime at your
convenience!

[

Our proven program of firming
and
toning
techniques and sensible
eating (with unlimited
salon visits) will save your
figure

DEAR ABBY: I certainly hope you or your readers can
help me with my problem. Is there such a group as
-Spenders Anonymous- for "Clothes-aholics?" If not, I
would be interested in starting a local chapter.
We are a lower middle-income family. I started working
recently to help with family finances, but all I do is shop! I
am compulsive about buying clothes, and I can't seem to
control myself.
Please help me I am desperate.
McKINNEY,TEX.

Call For
FREE
Trial Visit

DEAR McKINNEY: If there is such a group, I'll surely
hear about it and let you know. If not, there ought to be.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 124e) envelope.

753-6881
Owner - Joaie Overton with over 10 years experience in physical fitness and weight control
Located In Dixieland Center
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Mathis-Bethel Vows Read
At First Baptist Church
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The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church was the setting
for the wedding of Miss Patsy
Ann Mathis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Ray Mathis
of Murray, to Terry Lynn
Bethel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Bethel of Greenville.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
I read the double ring
ceremony.
The vows were exchanged
at three p. m. on Saturday,
August 6, before an altar
decorated by a brass arch
candelabrum and two spiral
-- Candilabra.WO-Uruquets of
summer flowers wereheld by
brass pedestal vases. The
family pews were decorated
by white satin bows.
Preceding the ceremony the
Rev. on Hampton, organist,
and Miss Nancy Spann,
soloist, presented a program
of nuptial music. Miss Spann
sang "Annie's Song" and To
Be Touched B) God As One."
Following the ceremony the
bridal couple lighted the unity
candle as Miss Spann sang
"The Gift of Love."
The Candles were lighted by
David Mathis and Mike
Walker,
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents, was
escorted to the altar by her
father. She wore a formal
gown of white silk organza
trimmed in imported Venice
lace. The sleeveless empire
bodice featured a Queen Anne
neckline and a short cape
effect. The circular skirt
swept softly into a chapel train
and had a flounce ruffle
hemline.
She wore a camelot headpiece of Venice lace and satin
rosebuds. The attached teired
finger-tip veil was of imported
silk illusion. Her bouquet
included white rosebuds and
miniature carnations tied with
white streamers.
Mrs. Larry Slinker served
her sister as the matron of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Cathy Geurin, Miss
Paula Lyons, and Miss Betty
Farris., .
The attendants wore formal
gowns of crepe knit in apricot
and green respectively. Their
dresses featured matching
floral sheer capes. They each
carried identical bouquets of
apricot and green carnations
with matching streamers.
.Randy Grogan served the
man.
best
as
groom
Groomsmen and ushers were
Mike Walker, Timmy Bethel,
Leon Drennon, and David
Mathis.
The bride's mother, ushered
to her seat by her son, David
Mathis, chose to wear a street
' length dress of orchid quiana

Mirrray
Ledger & Times

Your Individual
Horoscope

4zk

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 7, 1177
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

North Fork News--

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) °Y
.
A:41
1
Iron out kinks in your plans
and tactics. You should be able
to handle and interpret
situations ably now. In aiming
for goals, however, don't
overreach.
TAURUS
67
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64
a check up with the doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Continuing good Venus inBy Mrs. R. D. Key
Mr. Boyd had to go back Stuber, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
fluences stimulate your spirit of
August 31, 1977
Tuesday morning for more Lankford and baby, Mr. and
enterprise and go-get-itMr. and Mrs. Berthal tests
iveness. It dandy outlook, but
which proved to be his Mrs. Rickie Orr and boys, and
Grooms and daughter, Kim,of
don't take_anything for granted.
Cook
Mr:
-and
Mrs.Albert
'Detroit, Mich., arrived here
GEMINI
Mr. and.Mrs. Bardon Nance visited Mr. and Mrs. D. M.
(MAy.a to-amiiirr -16
Saturday afternoon to spend4.'visited
9-- ----- -YOU - BORN- TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Paschall and Gurvis Paschall
endowed with a bright arid
An auspicious day for conweek's vacation with Mrs. Orr
Tuesday afternoon.
analNcal mind, keen peeon Sunday.
sidering a new business comHolice Grooms, Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. and Mrs. Gynn M.
ceptiv4tess and a gregariotio.
mitment, but keep future obMrs.
Jessie
Paschall
and
J. C. Gallimore, and Mr.
personality.
Clever
at
jectives in nund. Don't base
Orr were supper guests of Mr. carried her beans and peas
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington.
organizing and managing, you
decisions in the light of imand Mrs. Glynn Orr on Friday. with her to the home of Mr.
would do very well in the
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale are
mediate gain.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen and Mrs. R. D. Key where the
business world and, if the
CANCER
spending this week with Mr. visited
Rufus
Hopkins
at
Keys,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
CO(:)
the
business is connected with
(June 22 to July 23
and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins in hospital
on Wednesday.
Vandyke, Mrs. Larue Orr, and
mechanics, your success could
Certain favorable situations
Chicago, Ill. They returned
be even more outstanding. Yot)
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
in your work area now further
Mrs. Warren Sykes helped her
home Sunday after being here Mrs. Willie
have keen critical faculties
your interests. An excellent day
Mohundro
on
shell
.freezing
and
them
for
several days with Mr. and
which can be either pluses or
for handling matters, of a
Thursday.
canning.
minuses, depending on how yrs.(
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and Mr.
confidential nature.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
Mrs. Joan Pulse visited
use them. As a literary or
LEO
and Mrs. Taylor Owen.
ad MeeNaburn Key on
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mrs. R.
dramatic critic, career-wise,
July 24 to Aug. 23)
for instance, you could shine,
D. Key on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Sund r.
Splendid aspects! If you time
but when you turn this trait on
Mrs. Beitie Jenkins visited
your moves judiciously, you
Mrs. Betty Grooms, and
Tarkington visited Mr. and
too strongly in your relationcould put over a profitable deal
Mrs. L. C. Tarkington Sunday Howard Morris and Mrs. daughter. Kim, visited the
ships with others, you alienate
now. Gains and prestige
Jessie Paschall Sunday for
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
afternoon.
them. Other fields in which yogi
enhanced all down the line.
and rn, Mitch, and Mr. and
Miss Louise Holley was dinner.
could excel:
the law,
VIRGO
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr
Mrs. R. D. Key on Tuesday. (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPLIN.
admitted to the Henry County
statesmanship, education.
Birthdate of: Queen Elizabeth I,
Hospital, Paris, Tn., Wed- visited Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Arlin Paschall, Mrs. Rena
Stellar influences now
of England; Peter Lawford,
stimulate inspirational ideas,
nesday. She is feeling better. Orr on Sunday.
Paschall, and Max Paschall
film star.
intuition, finesse. Inventors,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
visited Mrs. Elisha Orr on
architects,
creative
workers
in
Chumney
of
Jackson and Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lynn Bethel
Howard Morris visited Mr.
Monday night at the Murraygeneral especially favored.
Mrs. Milford Orr on Whozlow visited Ancil Wicker
Calloway County Hospital.
The National Automohile
LIBRA
knit. The groom's mother, distributed rice bags to the and
Saturday
Thursday
afternoon.
night.
Their
Here
is
a
special
poem
to
Club
in a survey has discoverid
(Sept.
24
to
Oct.
23)
sOen
ushered to her seat by her guests.
Mrs. Ada Vandyke and Mr. remember:
son, Terry Lee Orr, was
Reach for the unusual, the that, besides reducing acoigrandson,. Timmy Bethel,
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., topping tobacco and cut his and Mrs. Phillip Wyatt visited.
eye-cetcher
Learn new den ts, the 55 m.p.h. speed limit
-Before It Is Too Late"
wore a green knit street length directed the wedding.
methods, help create un- also helps prevent engine overMr. and Mrs. Douglas VanIf
you
have
hand
real
bad.
He
had
to
go
to
a
tender
dress. Both wore corsages of
Following the reception the the doctor at Murray and have dyke on Sunday afternoon.
derstanding among associates. heating.
message,
white orchids.
Day has dandy potentials.
couple left for a wedding trip some stitches. Mrs. Orr is
Mrs. Judy Summers was
Or a 'ovine word to say,
SCORPIO
Mrs. Louie York, grand- to the Great Smoky Mountains
admitted to, the hospital in
Do
not
wait
till
you
forget
it.
improving.
Her
mother,
Mrs.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) 111
,4r•
mother of the bride, wore a National Park. They are now
But whisper it today;
Bertie Jenkins, is still with her Jackson, Tn., on Sunday.
Be flexible enough in thought
pink knit dress. Her corsage residing in Nashville, Tn.
Bryan Sykes, son of Mr. and
as she is not able to do her
The tender word unspoken, to take in a brand new idea —
was of white silk roses.
Out of town- guests were work.
Mrs. Tony Sykes, celebrated
and make it work! Resist
The
letter never sent,
Mrs. Susan Jarvis attended from Little Rock, Ark., Nashtendencies toward doubting and
his first birthday Saturday at
The
long
forgotten
the ,guest register. The table ville and Paris, Tn., Green- Mrs. Gloria Jenkins spent
hypercriticism.
his borne. His grandparents,
messages,
was covered with a white satin ville, Central City, Lexington, Monday in the Orr home.
SAGITTARIUS
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes and
The wealth of loveunspent— (Nov.
23 to Dec. 21)
pleated cloth and a bud vase Madisonville, Reidland, Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd Mr.
and Mrs. Lanoice
For these same hearts are
Good offerings indicated.
holding a single white rose Benton, and Mayfield.
were in Paris, Tn., Monday for Harrington, were there to eat
breaking,
Stress your own competence but
was the adornment.
cake and ice cream with them.
For these some loved a new do not hesitate to accept others'
Reception
MICHELSON'S)
ideas if practical. Intellectual
Mrs. Marvin Jones.Dwas
wait:
Immediately following the
pursuits
favored.
•
admitted to the MurraySo show them that you care
wedding a reception was held
CAPRICORN
Calloway County Hospital on
for them
U,-.,. ••
(Dec.
22
to
Jan.
20)
in the church fellowship hall.
Sunday for tests.
Before it is too late.
Mixed influences. Certain
The table was covered with
a white linen cloth and had a
centerpiece of summer
Blue Cross
flowers flanked by glowing
white tapers in a silver canBlue Shield
By F.J.1. Blasingame.
have had added sleep, your
delabrum. The three tiered
Delta Dental
Q: Mrs. L.B. complains nervous system may not
white wedding cake was
of Kentucky
tolerto
be
able
regularly
decorated with apricot and that, for the last month or
ate as many hours of sleep
green rosebuds. Punch was so, she has been having as other members of your
to
sleep.
getting
trouble
a
silver
punch
served from
Then, when she finally family or your friends.
bowl.
You may be sleeping
does get to sleep, she
Serving the guests were wakes up after only a few more than you realize. A
Miss Peggy Graham, Miss hours.
report on studies of poor
Jamie Bethel, Miss Pam
She writes, "I have read sleepers shows that they
Tucker, and Mrs. Kathy repeatedly and have had often sleep more than they
'Wilson. They were assisted by similar advice from my think they have.
Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., and doctor that sleeping pills
If you are having more
Mrs. Rex Galloway.
should not be taken regu- trOuble sleeping now than
Misses
Andrea larly, but I know I would previously, it is timely to
Little
Galloway and Christa Caskey feel better if I slept more find .out if some factor is
soundly and longer. What acting on your life which
can I do that is safe to help you cannot face and yet
cannot avoid, thus leading .
me get more sleep?"
A: I agree that medica- to a chronic anxiety. Such
tion should not be taken problems often are either
regularly for sleep. Like- financial (such as a loss or
wise, drinking alcohol for a debt), social (for examthis purpose should also be ple, marriage or divorce),
or personal ( worry about
avoided.
First of all, you may be sex, surgery, etc.). Such
Plant those
one of those persons who anxiety uses up much enrequires less sleep than ergy and leads to fatigue.
shrubs and
Depression is another
average. Although you
trees
may feel more energetic source of sleep loss, particthe following day if you ularly interfering with
going to sleep and leaving .
11111111111111111•111,
you more fatigued in the
morning. Such depressions
require medical attention
and usually respond to
proper medication.
Large, heavy meals
should be avoided in the
evening, as well as coffee,
tea, and cola drinks which
contain caffeine. Hot milk
at bedtime helps some persons get to sleep.
Regular exercise to produce a wholesome degree
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta
of fatigue will not only
Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned
improve sleeping but is
about the cost of health care. That's
beneficial to muscles and
why day after day, year after year. we
joints and circulation.
work
with doctors, hospitals and other
Long walks can be relaxproviders to hold down costs.
ing.
But there's another equally important
When you can't get to
means of holding down health care
sleep or when you wake up
during the night, instead of
costs. You! Because how you take care
tossing and turning, get up
of yourself directly affeets the cost of
and do something useful,
health care for all of us.
such as reading or catchIn the long run, good health habits
ing up on correspondence.
the best form of health care...and
are
until you feel sleepy. Conthe least expensive. So make a pledge.
structive use of such free
Start your own health care
time will allow you the
program today.
opportunity to accomplish
some satisfying tasks.
There is no better health care plan
Remember that most Inthan your own good health care habits.
somnia
is harmless and
With all of us helping each of us. we
Worrying
self-limiting.
maintain quality health care at the
can
aboht insomnia can aggrapossible cost.
lowest
vate it, but following some
Write us for information on quality
of these suggestions should
health care plags. Blue Cross and Blue
be helpful.

Detroit Guests Visiting Here;

Max Dales Are Now In Chicago

.124%-tt
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Let's Stay Well

104

Coping With Insomnia

I'll have the FUN
and lot

Yuatrita's

abb

Start
something
healthy.

September
Portrait Special
1-11114
2-50
8-Wallets

Only

'59

situations may prove contusing,
but remain calm. Anxiety or
hasty action could further
complicate matters. Use your
wits.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) .j1
4
1
_Express your ideas and
opinions discreetly but firmly.
Don't leave stones unturned
which may have gems beneath
A generally good day - if you
cooperate.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
When not sure, don't act!
Wait until all facts are in, and
KNOW what they stand for.
Situations could deceive if you
ye a"_alert. •

Call for an
Appointment
Today:

Creative
Photography

Give A Portrait
As A Gift
For Any Occasion!

by Curtis & Mays,Murray
•
304 Main St.
7435z.77360.....:Ttd:Wilkpn, Mgr:
1114-rwm,„.
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The peacock's colorful many.2,t ir..
eyed fan is made.14.44t

Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky
9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville. KY
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EDITORIAL

Citizen Input
Needed On Road
The members of Murray
Common Council will be faced
with a very important decision
this Thursday night when they
take up the Glendale Road
issue.
Following a public hearing,
•the council members are expected to vote on whether or not
The city will accept the offer of
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation to construct a
48-foot interconnector between
U. S. 641 (S. 12th St.) and Ky.
121 (S. 4th St.) along the
Glendale -Road site
Much of the opposition that
has been raised to the project in
recent weeks has been over
DOT's insistance that the
roadwayl be 48 feet wide,
capable of handling four lanes
of traffic.
And we tend to agree that at
the present time, a four-lane
• interconnector might not be
innecessary. But .the
terconnector, we think, would
be an asset to our city and we
have no doubt that it would ease
the congestion along the
heavily traveled, two-lane,
Sycamore Street.
A spokesman for Bureau of
Highways has agreed that the
'.street, if constructed, could be
• marked off with only a centerline and utilized as a twolane road until such time as the
warrants
flow
traffic
into a
street
the
remarking
four-lane road.
The Department of Transportation has committed
$350,000 toward the building of
the road and has said that if the
city does not accept the funds,
the offer will be withdrawn and
the money used elsewhere in

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Judy Kelso and Ellen Watson were
named as senior 4-H champions at the
Purchase Area Achievement meeting
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House on September 1. Judy won in
dairy foods and Ellen in the home
economics program.
Deaths reported include Charles
Hooker.
The Rev. A. C. Morrison of Memphis,
In., will be the speaker at the revival
services to be held at the Hazel
Methodist Church, September 10-15,
according to the pastor, the Rev. Coy
Garrett.
Miss Andrea Lu Lassiter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn P. Lassiter, was
married to Ben Thompson Hogancamp,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B.
Hogancamp on August 19 at the First
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rudolph of
Hardin Route One will celebrate their
50th
wedding anniversary on
September 10.

20 Years Ago
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Shipley, is attending the
Theological
Baptist
southern
Seminary, Louisville, and is here on
weekends for his pastorate at Spring
Creek Baptist Church. His wife, the
former Jean Ezell, is teaching in the
Jefferson County Schools.
Deaths reported include John J.
Brewer,age 36.
Charles Rogers of 101 North 17th
Street, Murray, will receive his degree
from the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
Births reported include a girl, Linda
Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie George
on August 20.
Hal Riddle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Riddle of Murray, has just
completed his first movie in New,York
and is now in Hollywood where he plans
to do movie and television work.

30 Years Ago
Henry Hawkins, Jr., and James
Willis have enlisted in the Army during
the month of August.
Lester Nanny, Calloway County
Court Clerk, said registration of
persons was slow as the books closed
yesterday, fifty-nine days before the
November general election.
Deaths reported include Mrs. V. H.
Adams.
Prof. Herbert Halpert of Delaware,
Ohio, has been appointed professor of
English and chairman of the
Department of Languages and
Literature at Murray State College.
The annual Dunn Reunion was held
August 31 at the home of Mr. and Mes.
• .Charlie Wistera,MseevRouteo*, .
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the state.
We do not agree with the
philosophy that just because
the money is there the city
should accept it. But we think
that if the funds are earmarked
for a much-needed project, we
should think twice before we
reject it.
And we think a connector
route between U. S. 641S and
Ky. 121S is desirable.
There are others, especially
some property owners along
Glendale Road, who have
__reportedly_ -V4Sited iheir Op
position to the project.
This Thursday night at 7:30,
both sides of the Glendale Road
issue will be given an opportunity to state their case
prior to council action on the
project. It is important that the
council be afforded this opportunity for citizen input prior
to rejecting or approving the
state's offer.
For this reason, we urge
everyone having an interest in
the Glendale Road extension,
whether it be in favor of the
project or in opposition to it, to
attend Thursday's meeting.
The council members can
only decide the question after
carefully weighing the desires
of their constituents.
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Today In History
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Funny World

Isn't It The Truth

13) SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

An AP News Analysis

Lieutenant Governorship
Attracting Candidates
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Time was expenditure of well over 1100,000 in
when a lieutenant governor in grueling campaigns, as was the case
by a for some candidates in 1975.
was chosen
Kentucky
gubernatorial candidate rather than
The most likely explanation is that,
running on his own.
whatever the shortcomings or
Time also was when a lieutenant frustrations of being lieutenant
governor was almost a dead end if the governor, it could be the shortest route
officeholder sought to become to governor.
governor.
A. B. Chandler trod that path in 1935,
But within the past decade, the becoming the first lieutenant governor
office—despite reduction of its to do so in more than a century. But the
responsibilities—has attracted more past decade offers dreamers even more
candidates.
hope.
The dam burst in 1975 when 11
Wendell Ford
went to the
Democrats tried for the No.2 post.
governorship and Julian Carroll, had he
Thelma Stovall of Louisville trounced not taken over in 1974 when Ford was
all her male opponents— including elected a U.S. senator, almost surely
some who spent considerable sums in would have done so anyway.
campaigning.
These advances were achieved the
She ran on her own, too. The
way—by cultivating the
hard
Democratic candidate for governor, electorate, raising money and then
Julian Carroll, kept out of the race.
enduring fullfledged campaigns.
By 1979, the scramble for lieutenant
There also is the rarely-mentioned
governor within the party may develop "act of God" aspect in politics after all,
into another stampede.
a lieutenant governor is just a
Ten or more names come to mind
heartbeat away from the governorship.
even in a casual discussion of the office,
So it's a tempting position for an
and other obscure politicians covet the ambitious novice, a legislator who is
post, but are not ready yet to drop the suddenly vaulted into prominence, a
hint.
wealthy political dabbler or a state
All this activity is for a job paying official who has been around awhile and
less than $28,000 and one with hardly thinks he has attracted a following.
any meaningful duties.
There seems to be one catch: the last
The lieutenant governor was few lieutenant governors, no matter
removed as chairman of the bipartisan how they were perceived by the public,
Legislative Research Clirunission by a have had a rather impressive
1974 act.
governmental background.
Therefore, he or she basically has the
Harry Lee Waterfield, elected in 1963,
duty of presiding ovet the Senate may have known more about state
during regular or special sessions—a administration than any other
few months' work every two years.
contemporary politician.
Of course, prestige and a comfortable
Ford, who succeeded him in 1967, had
mansion go with the honor, plus a short stint as a state senator, plus
opportunities for wide travel and important input and contact while ,a top
political activity or mischief
aide to a governor.
mzwarrote."t
cf, legit!
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experience behind him when he became
lieutenant governor in 1971.
And Mrs. Stovall is a former
legislator and veteran holder of
secondary constitutional offices. Her
political career dates back decades.
That might give pause to less
qualified candidates who could clutter
the 1979 ballot in the hope lightning will
strike.

Bible Thought
endure
therefore
Thou
hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. II Timothy 2:3.

Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with faith.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers. is
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,./(4-42071. - —
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TCHEON
Times Editor

cheatingpeople.
One of the most despicable thieves
0+0
prowling our streets today is the
The Pigeon Drop is usually worked by
confidence swindler — a scoundrel who
two or more con women. The first
often preys on our elderly citizens,
swindler pretends to find a money-filled
according to Clarence M. Kelly,
envelope laying near your feet on the
director of the Federal Bureau of
street. The swindler's partner walks up
Investigation.
and demands that the three of you put
Regardless of the number of
up five hundred or a thousand dollars in
departments,
police
by
issued
warnings
ANIMALS
-good
faith" money. You are selected
being
still
are
Americans
older
many
Indiana,
Haute,
Terre
in
woman
A
all the money for thirty days. If
hold
to
con
savings
by
life
their
of
out
bilked
a
called the police station to report
no one claims the lost money, the three
artists using such swindles as the Bank
skunk in her cellar. The police told the
Examiner Scheme and the Pigeon Drop -5 of you will meet again in the same spot
woman to make a trail of bread crumbs
and split the find. You, of course, are to
Swindle.
from the basement to the yard and to
hand your "good faith" money over to
A
outside.
it
wait for the skunk to follow
Recognizing the earmarks of these
the other two women. All the money is
little later the woman called back and schemes can help you to avoid falling
wrapped and tied. You are given the
said,"I did what you told me. Now,I've victim to them. Here, then, is how they
envelope that was found. It now
got two skunks in my cellar."
work.
actually contains cut-up newspapers,
0+0
the money having been switched by the
A woman in Palermo,-Sicily, reports
In the Bank Examiner Scheme, the
during the wrapping. Of
swindlers
her
in
out
it
slugged
cats
two
after
that
con artist, posing as a bank officer or a
the time you become
by
course,
the
up
picked
backyard, the swallows
police officer, asks you to withdraw
suspicious and look into the package the
ripped off fur and tiphostered their money from your bank account so that
con artists are long gone with your
nests with it.
he may trap a dishonest teller. After
"good faith" money. You are the
you make the withdrawal, you are to
pigeon.
meet the swindler away from the bank
0+0
and give him the money so he can
A crime resistance technique that
'compare the serial numbers" and
Kelly strongly advocate is to make sure
arrest the employee. The money,
that you and everyone that you know,
according to the con man, will be
especially senior citizens, are aware of
A freshman congressman may
immediately redeposited to your
how swindlers work. Always beware of
remind us of a new mirror in the
account. Once you give the money to
strangers offering secret get-rich-quick
washroom of the old courthouse. It has
the phoney officer, he goes back into the
propositions — deals which must be
yet to come face to face with the parade
bank — and then out another door with
acted upon immediately. Remember,
of characters that will surely inhabit
all your money. Of course, he does not
very few people will give you something
the horrible future.
work for the bank. He makes his living
for nothing.

4

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday,September 6th, the
249th day of 1977. There are 116 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1620, the Pilgrims
sailed on the Mayflower from
Plymouth, England, to settle in the new
world.
On this date:
In 1899, the United States proposed an
Open Door policy to give foreign powers
equal trade rights in China.
In 1901, President William McKinley
was shot by an anarchist in Buffalo,
New York. He died eight days later.
In 1909, explorer Robert Peary sent
word that he had reached the North
Pole five months earlier.
In 1914, the first battle of the Marne
began in World War I.
In 1940, in World War II, King Carol of
Romania abdicated as the Germans
prepared to occupy his country.
In 1965, Indian troops invaded West
Pakistan.
Ten years ago: The United Auto
Workers Union went on strike against
the Ford Motor Company and the
company's assembly lines were shut
down across the country.

II4

An Unsung Heroine,
The Jailer's Wife
A monument to the wives of
Kentucky's county jailers is planned for
the lawn of the new Henry D. Stratton
Law Enforcement Building at Eastern
Kentucky University at Rittunond.
Preliminary sketches call for it to
depict them "in a common gingham,
home-made dress and long hair" and
"with one arm by the side holding a big,
old-style jail key and the other a bowl of
food in an out-stretched hand."
Kentucky poet and author Jesse
Stuart has written the inscription for a
plaque to be placed on it. It reads: "To
the unsung heroines — wives of
Kentucky jailers — past and present
who have contributed to the lives of
prisioners, helping to bring them back
into the mainstream of society, plus
doing a great service for this
Commonwealth and mankind."
+++
When the monument was proposed
and as our friend Jesse Stuart wrote
those words, they surely were thinking
of Mrs. Maybelle Jones, for the past 35
years the wife of our Calloway County
Jailer Wimpy Jones.
Born and raised near Brandon's Mill
in the southeastern part of the county,
Mrs. Jones is a daughter of the late
Truman and Annie Stalls, both of whom
died last year. She went to school at the
Pottertown, McCuiston and Van Cleve
Schools before a friend in town
introduced her to Wimpy. He is from
the Kirksey and Penny area. They were
married May 30, 1942.
Last May, Wimpy was elected to his
term, an
consecutive
fourth
unprecedented record for the office. As
far as is known, no one has ever held it
for more than two terms. "We're real
proud of that," she said as I visited with
her the other day in their spic and span
living quarters in the relatively new
county jail building at the corner of
North 3rd and Walnut Streets.
They live comfortably in two
bedrooms, a living room, a bath and a
kitchen-dining area. The place is full of
beautiful pieces of antique furniture. In
one bedroom, neatly arranged in a
large, old-fashioned display case, is
Mrs. Jones' collection of more than 100
antique china dolls.
With exception of one week of
vacation each year, one or both of them
are at the jail. Their son, Jerry, is a
deputy jailer and along with his wife,
Sherry and James Tipton, the husband
of their daughter, Pamelia, helps run
things, especially when they are on
vacation.
+++
Mrs. Jones is the jail's matron, and
has charge of the womep prisoners. One
cell with four bunks is for women,three
of whom were beiug held when I was
there. She also cooks two meals a day
for all the prisoners — breakfast and
dinner. "They snack at lunch," she
explained. "They can buy their own
food or eat what families and friends
bring to them," laughingly adding,
"but we don't allow any homemade
cakes."
A typical breakfast includes two
eggs, fried or scrambled, two strips of
bacon, three biscuits and coffee or
orange juice. Dinner consists of a meat,
three vegetables, a dessert and a
beverage. Prisoners who have been in
other. jails say her meals are "like
eating at the Holiday Inn!"
Currently, there are 20 prisoners in
the jail — eight less than capacity.
Some they hold only for a few hours;
others are kept for six or eight,months.
Thc‘y have access to television in the
"bull pen," but those in the smaller
- relbr- are. -permitted only transistor
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and Tuesday nights, ministers from the
area come to the jail and conduct
religious services.
+++
"You've got to get used to going
without sleep if you run a jail," Mrs.
Jones said as a young prisoner banged
on the bars of his cell back in the jail as
we talked.
"They brought him in all hopped up
on drugs at 3 o'clock this morning," she
went on, "and neither we or the other
prisoners got any sleep after that."
Drugs is a major problem at the jail as
it is in most of them across the country,
and the Joneses carefully examine
everything that goes in to the prisoners
in searching for these substances.
Only recently a young girl was caught
trying to smuggle six LSD tables in to
her boy friend by sewing them into the
hem of a pair of jeans. Each year, the
Joneses attend a week-long workshop
at Eastern Kentucky University to
learn more about their job, and in
recent years much of the discussions
have involved drug detection.
+++
An amicable, out-going woman with a
quick, infectious laugh, Mrs. Jones has
much compassion for the prisoners —
especially the young ones. "I guess I'm
tenderhearted," she laughed,"but they
could have been our children and I
would want whomever was holding
them to be as nice to them."
This kind of "mothering" often leads
to special trips to the grocery with a
fistfull of shopping lists, checking on
them when they complain of illness and
seeing that they have clean towels and
bed linen regularly.
"We've had to learn how to observe
prisoners acting as if they were in
trouble and determining almost as
quickly as a doctor whether they are
diabetic, a drug addict, a heart case, an
epileptic, of if they are faking, trying to
coax us into the cell area."
On one occasion, she had to trustfully
pass a butcher knife to a prisoner to cut
down a cellrnate who was trying to hang
himself. On another, a prisoner wanted
for murder of a deputy sheriff in
Indiana successfully sawed his way out
of his cell and managed to get out of the
building and over the 8-foot barbed wire
cyclone fence. He was almost to the
court square before three blasts from
Wimpy's shotgun brought him down.
-4-- -4"You soon learn who you can trust
and who you can't," Mrs. Jones said as
a key rattled in the living room's street
door. It was Wimpy, returning from a
trip to the courthouse.
"Everything quiet back there?" he
asked his wife.
41IP
"Everything's quiet," she answered,
adding,"let's hope it stays that way."
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

ON THE gii;"

flUUX
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Whether you do sanding with
a power tool or by hand, the
choice of the proper sandpaper
has an effect on the quality of
the result.
To make the right selection,
it is necessary to know something about the kinds of material available and what their
purposes are. Keep the following list handy so that when you
have a finishing job to do, you
can refer to it as a guide for
choosing the best abrasive for
the specific project.
Closed-coat abrasive — The
particles are close together.
This is the type used in most
finishing tasks.
Open-coated Abrasive — The
particles are spaced farther
apart so that the sandpaper
won't be clogging continuously.
Generally used on rough work
that tends to cause clogging.
Extra coarse — Mostly for
removing paint and other old
finishes.
Coarse — For smoothing out
rough stock that is badly in
need of sanding.
Medium — For smoothing out
surfaces that have small
scratches and slight imperfections.
Fine — This type takes care
of the final sanding before applying the first coat of finishing
material.
Very fine — When the finishing instructions call for a light
sanding between coats, this is
the grade to use.
(Grading systems using numbers are still being used, but
there is more than one such
system, so it is better to buy
according to the above list.)
Flint — The cheapest. Less
efficient than other kinds, but
good for rough hand sanding,
since it can be thrown away
when it clogs.
Garnet — Also inexpensive.
Better than flint and especially
effective on hardwood.
Aluminum oxide — A manmade abrasive. Tough,fast-cutting and durable. Well suited
for power sanders.
Silicon carbide — Another
man-made product. Similar

characteristics to aluminum oxide. Excellent for sanding glass
and other hard materials.
Emery — For use on metal,
although the previously mentioned two products are beginning to take over some of its
functions.
Wet-or-dry — Has a waterproof backing so that it can be
used when wet, considered an
advantage for fine sanding by
many professional finishers.
Sanding block — An object
around which the sandpaper is
wrapped when sanding by

Market To Expand

Arki/A

A

For VA Purchasers

-

hand. Can be rubber, wood,
metal or any other material
The more resilient the block,
the more sensitive it is to precision sanding; a rubber block,
for instance, is good for roundmg the ends of wood.

Veterans purchasing new
benefits. Since VA approval covered is also included in the
homes with VA financing may
will be simpler for HOW
HOW plan. Working through
find an expanded market
builders, some who might like
,
the local HOW council, which
available to them because of
the option of selling to VA
administers the program, the
.
1 .... ....
SEC/ ROO*RI
recent changes in
VA buyers but who
have resisted
home owner can request that a
procedures for
builders in the past
because
of
the
conciliator
be appointed. This
444a.
enrolled in insured warranty
paperwork, may make more
)''
neutral, third party will hold
.
C
.
masTER
programs
such
as
the Home homes available
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
to veteran
an informal meeting of the
en Room
1,10011
Owners Warranty.
much valuable information in
purchasers.
home owner and the home
II'
NS'
Kr IV
Andy Lang's handbook, "PracThe
Veteran's
Ad1115111111
Additionally, the changes in
builder and help them resolve
tical Home Repairs," available
ministration recently anthe VA procedures provide a
by sending $1.50 to this newsany differences. If either
nounced to its local offices
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
new benefit to builders who
party is not satisfied with the
•••11
around the country the
07666.)
are enrolled in the ten-year
outcome, he or she can
agency's intent to recognize
protection plan. This could
request that the case be arilAIG03P
the inspection syftem under
lead to even wider parbitrated
through
the
41h HOW and the warranty
ticipation in HOW, which is a
American
Arbitration
program's insurance against voluntary
effort at industry
Association.
major structural defects in self
-regulation.
In order to qualify, 'and
place of some requirements
Under the HOW program,
register with HOW, builders
still in effect for non-HOW
participating builders offer
\F•••••5
are screened by the local
builders in order to qualify for
new home buyers a one-year
council for technical comVA financing.
PITTSBURGH — You aan
warranty against faulty workpetence, financial soundness
that disguises unappealing
Several
early
steps manship and materials.
add beauty to your home with
and a history of fair dealings
grain pattern and plays up the
necessary
to secure VA During the
staining, without straining
second year of
with customers. HOW builders
TWO CAR Gi+RASE
texture of wood.
financing
have
been coverage,
your back or budget. A wide
the
builder
22.
20°
also agree to build according
To simplify color selection
eliminated
for'
the HOW warrants against defects in
range of new earth-inspired
to HOW's Approved Stanand show both opaque and
builder, including the constain colors is now available
piping, wiring, and duct work
dards. These standards
semi-transparent color stain
ditional
Certificate
of
for exterior and interior wood
on the systems in the home
generally accept the criteria
effects on wood, PPG has
Reasonable Value and VA
surfaces, and applying them is
and against major structural
of local codes, but in those
introduced an easy-to-use'
inspections.
almost as easy as applying a
defects. During these first two
instances where no code
stain selection system. It
Under the Agency's revised years,
coat of paint.
the builder's warranty
exists, HOW builders are
allows the consumer to see
procedures,
when
the
house
is
Before you begin staining,
is backed by an insurance
t.
I FIRST FLOOR PLAN
F.4.
•A*1
required to build in cotnsolid and transparent color
trimmed and the HOW builder
it's wise to gather the tools
plan, if, for any reason, he
pliance with a nationally
effects in 144 Rez stain colors.
has an eligible buyer, an
needed to do the right job,
cannot or will not meet
acceptable code and utilize fee
These include traditional
application
can
be
made
for warranty obligations.
advise
PPG Industries,
inspectors. To assure conand earth-oriented tones, rich
the CRV without the builder
maker of Rez wood stain
MODESTLY
SIZED
THIS
traditional
Over the next eight years,
two-story
home
is
tinuous high quality building
greens,
woodsy
subtle tans,
having
gone
through
the the home is protected against
products. These include paint
available with an optional basement or slab construction. A
practices, builders must. rebrowns and neutrals, and new
earlier procedures for VA
circular staircase located just off the foyer, between the living
brushes, tack rags, drop cloth
major structural defects
register each year.
blues and grays to capture a room and dining room, leads to four bedrooms and two baths
approval.
or staining cloths for use in
through
insurance
unIn the three-year experience
New England weathered look. upstairs. Plan HA1003P by Samuel Paul offers 963 square feet
The ultimate effect of these
wiping
interior
semi- All are available in oil and on the first floor and 892 square feet on the upper level. The
derwritten by the American
of the HOW program, over
changes
is
not
known
yet,
but
transparent stains.
Bankers Insurance Company
200,000 new homes have been
latex bases, solid or semi- garage, laundry and storage area occupies 415 square feet. To
HOW officials at the national
If you are using an oil base
of Florida (ABIC). HOW
enrolled under the plan's
transparent, for interior and obtain more information, write to the architect—enclosing a
headquarters in Washington
stamped, self-addressed envelope—at 107-40 Queens Blvd.,
stain, it should be applied with
coverage is also transferable
extended protection by 5,700
exterior use.
Forest Hills, NY 11375.
believe there are two possible
natural bristle brush. For
to subsequent owners.
registered HOW builders.
Once you have chosen the
latex stains, use a synthetic or
A simple, clearly-defined
Currently, 98 local and
color and type of finish, it is
polyester bristle brush.
procedure for handling those
statewide HOW councils
always a good idea to test the
The
most
important stain on the individual wood
situations where the home
administer
the
10-year
decision a homeowner has to
owner and builder cannot
protection throughout the
type to which it will be apmake is in choosing the justagree on what is or is not
country.
plied. All woods take stain
right color and stain effect
differently and pretesting
Hexter's
annual
awards proShe works at the L-shaped
desired — one that brings out
By VIVIAN BROWN
provides an added guarantee.
gram for interiors.
desk and a table section of the
the grain character of wood
AP
Newsteaturee
"I wasn't about to sacrifice "L" is supported by a solid luIf possible, take a sample of
and enhances its color or one
my queen-size bed. I had con- cite bar. Everything is bolted
the wood to your local paint
Many one-parent families are
sidered putting a little bed in a together. At nights, a sliding
dealer so he can pretest the among those trying to combine
niche -for myself, but I decided door is pulled across a hall
effect of the color and finish business activities and family
it would give me a feeling that area to make it a very private
you have chosen before life in the home. And it can be
I didn't really have a home. If suite. Her son enjoys the same
done successfully by making a
making a final decision.
I were going to spend all my privacy when he wishes.
good decorating plan that per"I use lucite chairs at the
time in one room, it had to be
Obviously, exterior stains tains to your own
nance it 100 per cent," he said.
By KEN HERMAN
situation.
comfortable. Now I feel as if I table because see-through ma"But even on cloudy days you
Associated Preu Writer
are formulated to provide
That advice from interior denever want to leave it. By day terials provide a light, airy
still collect energy with these
MIDLOTHIAN, Tex. ( AP color retention for wood signer Georgia Roulo, 32, of
feeling
space.
of
more
The
office-dining
an
room
it
is,
and
outdoors to be repotted, but
By EARL ARONSON
Bob Hammer turned to the
flat plates on the roof. You can
Chicago, has been tested.
at night it is a bedroom-sitting creamy beige and off-white col- heavens for help when he grew
taking cuttings is satisfactory. surfaces and long-wearing lives with her 8-year-old She
AP Newsfeatures
only heat 66 gallons at a time,
eon in
room. 1 am never bored or or scheme is very restful, an tired of taking cold showers
protection from the harmful
Geranium and begonia will root
Summer is almost ended but
though, and a washing machine
a one-bedroom apartment that
tired of it," Ms. Roulo explains. environment that is necessary after his wife and six kids
in sand, vermiculite or perlite.
effects of sunlight and is also her office. In planning
you can extend it in several
set on hot uses 40 gallons of
used
In her 23-foot by 15-foot room, in an area where you plan to do up all the hot
Plants brought indoors should
ways other than going South,
water
water
We have it timed so she
in their
weather. Interior stains are her home in a less conventional
she put the bed, a box spring so mar', different things. And I home.
does the wash in the afternoon
which isn't a bad way either.
be fertilized about every two
primarily decorative. So, if way, she considered both living
mattress
and
on a platform in alwav, keep fresh flowers in
and it heats up for the night,"
At a cost of 81,500 Hammer
First, you can dig some flowweeks with a water soluble
wear is indicated, such as with and business needs. One should
an arrangement she calls "a the room."
had a solar water heating syshe said.
ers from your garden, pot them
food. Before you take them into
not
sacrifice
so
comforts
many
One wall of cabinets solves tem installed
foot traffic on interior wood
floating island." Next to her
A Texas Power and Light
in the home, beand bring them indoors before
the house make sure they have
that the home is disrupted and
plank flooring or with greasy there is a feeling of
work-home storage. Four uphol-I tween Fort Worth and Dallas.
bed is an L-shaped, low dividspokesman said Hammer's figfrost so you can enjoy them for
been cleaned of insects and
being destered
lounge
chairs
—
there is He says the investment was
marks that come with prived, she points out.
ing unit — desk, storage and
ures seem accurate but it may
weeks. Suitable are stravrflo- checked for disease.
no sofa — and an ottoman are worth it.
dining table. It not only sepatake six children to make the
wers, begonias, impatiens,
In transforming her apartchildren's fingerprints on
grouped
at one end of the room
rates the bed area, but it is
conversion to solar knergy
The Hammers are saving
small zinnias and marigolds,
Drying Flowers
paneling, then a final coat of a ment into a multi-functional ento make a nice seating arrange- about 30 per cent on their elecworthwhile.
conveniently placed at bedside
and herbs, among many others.
vironment, she gave the bedThis is the time to be looking
varnish
is
clear satin
ment for family or clients. tric bill, which has run up to
Urban Gibson, manager of
and houses a stereo within
A good idea is to pot more
room to her son and set up the
in your garden and deciding
recommended.
Small Venetian mirrors on two $150 per month in his five-yeartechnical services for TP&L,
arm's reach because she did
than you need, tossing out those
living room area as a bedroomwhich flowers you can dry to
walls lend "the just right old home.
said an average home uses just
Whether you choose a solid, office-sitting room. The unit
not "want a stereo plopped into
that do not recover from transprovide winter color for your
sparkle."
over 2,000 kilowatt hours per
Solar energy collecting panels
the room." Six drawers open on
planting.
semi-transparent or an in- was cited for its style and
home.
Curtailing clutter is very im- were installed on the southern
month. Some 20 per cent of the
the other side of the divider
Best for transplanting are
Because they keep their color
terior wiping stain, today imagination in the use of mulportant when there is a com- exposure of the roof. The enertotal is used for water heating.
small, sturdy plants. Carefully
and are used for silver, linens
best, we suggest you dry white,
there is tremendous color tiple space by the jury in S.M.
bination home-office, Ms. Roulo. gy is collected and used to heat
In a large family, such as
lift them from the ground, set
and other table accessories.
light blue or yellow flowers.
latitude in wood stains to use
maintains.
a 66-gallon tank of water. The
Hammer's, the water heating
them into a pot large enough
Small flowers may be tied
"There should be one empty 3-by-6-foot squares are glassin creating durable and
portion of the bill could go up
for the soil ball, and fill around
upside down in bunches, hung
wall to think on," she advises. topped and Hammer said they
to 35-40 per cent.
the ball with good garden or
decorative effects for siding,
so that heads are not touching,
-I feel that I have succeeded in do not spoil the appearance of
"Depending on your usage,
plant potting soil. Water generand stored in a dry, well ventipaneling, plank floors, exthat. Anything that had to be his home.
these things (solar heaters) can
ously and keep them outdoors
lated attic to dry for about
posed beams, sundecks and
dusted has been stored. Occa"I've had a lot of interest
pay off. You need to study your
in the shade for a week. Take
three weeks. You'll have to tie
furniture.
sionally I take out an accessory from neighbors but the expense
figures before you commit
them indoors when frost threatbig flowers individually.
— painting, sculpture, whatever involved is high. Banks will fiyourself," Gibson said.
ens. The reason for leaving
Other flowers may be dried
— but when I sit and look about
them outdoors for a while is to
with borax or silica gel. Use
the room, I am really pleased
help them become reestab- this treatment with lilies, delBy ANDY LANG
stallation will be made so that with the minimal maintenance.
lished in better light, humidity
phinium, choral bells and panAP Nevrsfeatures
he will give you the proper ad"Because you are doing
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
and temperature. Of course, if
sies, foxglove, petunias, snapQ. — I intend to convert a
hesive.
something different in a home,
you have a cold frame or
dragons or gladiolus, which
regular clothes closet into a ceMajestic
FireplaceseAluminum Awnings
you should not compromise in
greenhouse, use it to help the
cannot be done upside down.
dar closet. In some instructions
(For a copy of Andy Lang's
housing. I had wanted to live in
plants become reestablished.
The flowers should be picked
I read about in
the cebooklet, "Guide to the Selection
a high rise building which had
If the plant tops are too big
just before they reach their
dar planks, it says to attach
of Quality Roofing," including
a lovely park across the street
for the pot, do some trimming
According to the National
prime. Put them in two inches
furring strips to the wall and
an asphalt shingle color guide, that my son could enjoy, and I
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel KY
to realign the proportions.
Home Improvement Counof borax or silica gel and
then nail the planks to the
send 35 cents and a long, was thrilled that I could get an
Remember also that plants
sprinkle more on until they are
cil, homeowners about to instrips. I can see why this is
self-addressed
enPhone 492-8647 For tree Estimates
STAMPED,
apartment in it. The next thing
that grew in the garden apprecovered. In one to three weeks
vest in appliances for their
necessary if the planks are put
velope to Know-How, P.O. Box
was
to
make
it
work.
And
it
ciate bright winter light, such
depending
flower
—
on the
size
newly-remodeled kitchens
up vertically, but is there any
477, Huntington, NY 11743.)
does," she said, happily
as a south window. While be— remove, handling gingerly,
are well-advised to consider
reason why they can't be ingonias like shade, they will
and blow off residue.
investing in energy-saving
stalled horizontally? It seems
flower better in bright indoor
For pressing flowers already
models.
to me this would do away with
4IA
light until spring, when they
flat (such as pansies) place the
the furring strips.
For example, selecting a
should be exposed to less light.
flower between two sheets of
A. — There is no reason at
new refrigerator will most
You can't expect summer annewspaper and put folded news•
all. And you are right. Furring
likely be a surprising experinuals to last all winter, so toss
paper in a book or 'magazine
strips then would be unnecesence for the average
they
out
decline.
as
them
•
with more books on top for
I
sary. Just nail the planks
homeowner. He'll find some
Herbs brought indoors want a
weight. Press the bloom open
directly to the studs, going
amazing innovations, parcool window. Among those that
in a natural position. Stored in
right through the plaster or
ticularly power-saving feawill transplant without much
a warm, dry place, the newswallboard or whatever is altures and improved insuladifficulty are rose geranium,
paper should be changed twice
ready there. You can do the
tion.
thyme, winter savory, roseduring the week of drying to
same thing with the ceiling by
One ,energy-saving model
mary, apple mint and pepperabsorb the flower moisture.
attaching the planks at right
uses
about
a
third
less
elecmint.
The flowers should become
angles to the joists.
tricity
than
other
models
not
Some plants become too large
crisp.
equipp0 with its special
Q. — We're going to make
thermostatically-controlled
our one-car garage into living
motor. )Vhile it is true that
quarters. We need the space
the amikurit of electricity
and we hardly use the garage
consumed by the refrigerator
anyway. The door is of the
. each operating hour is a
'regular swinging type, not one
modest amount,it is also true
of those overhead doors. Have
that it is operated twentyyou any suggestion about hanfour houri around the clock,
dling it so it doesn't look like a
365 days a year.
garage dour:
Even though frost-free reA. — A friend with the same
frigerators do use more
problem solved it by replacing
kilowatts of energy annually
the door with a stock window
than non-frost-free models,
flanked by door-length wood
they avoid the extra energy
louvered shutters. To provide
drain resulting from frost acRemodeling a kit, hen? Building
access to the new room, a slidcumulation.
a home? Let the Design
ing door with insulating glass
Today's power-saving rewas installed in the back wall.
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
frigerators also preserve food
In that way, the new living
your new kitchen using custom
longer during power failures,
the
area looked like part of
built cabinetry from Coppeswhich become alarmingly • house rather than a done.over
( Over 150 In Stock)
more common each year.
Nappance, Merillat or Riviera.
garage.
Operating savings in the
No matter what your style
long run compensate for the
preference. might be - ConQ. — I want to make the
higher initial purchase price.
radiator cover in our living
temporary -'Colonial ... or
room more decorative It's
Traditional, we have them all.
has
made of wood. A friend
from Cherry, Maple,
Choose
More than one-half of all suggested covering the top with
kind of
Pine, Pecan and Oak. Stop ,by
ceramic
that
tile.
Will
homeowners move to a nevi
tile adhere to the woqd ever
our modern showroom and
residence within eight years,
• 2118 laia-413-33111
when the heat is orr.r•see "Qtality Like 11 Used To
says the Mortgage Bankers AsA. — Yes. -Be sure to teltlie
a I •11-:
•
,tile. dealer -litterib..MieT;111—Arr
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Astros Hoping To Move
Past Reds Into Second
The Astros tagged Seaver Candelaria, 16-4, and Rich
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
for eight hits and all five runs Gossage scattered seven hits,
Still think the Cincinnati in six innings, including a including a homer by Jerry
Reds are going to win the homer by Enos Cabell and Martin. Duffy Dyer connected
National League West, do triples by winning pitcher for Pittsburgh.
Cubs 4, Cardinals
you? Would you believe third Mark Lemongello and Cesar
Bill Buckner drove in three
place?
Cedeno.
Lemongello held the Reds to runs with a homer and
The streaking Houston
Astros, winners of 10 of their six hits and their only run sacrifice fly and Larry
last 11 games, defeated came on a homer by Seaver, Biittner had three hits
Cincinnati 5-1 Monday night. who must have thought he was including a solo homer to back
They ended Tom Seaver's back with the light-hitting the six-hit pitching of Dave
Roberts.
seven-game winning streak in Mets.
Braves 4, Giants 0
Padres 1, Dodgers 0
the process and moved within
Atlanta's Dick Ruthven
Owchinko avenged a heart2 games of the second-place
/
51
breaking 1-0 loss to the hurled a three-hitter for his
Reds.
- - "Yea- bet sveLre-shootg. los 4)odgers-en4ely-16,,a-garne-in -first-shutout—sioce
second place,"- said HoTston which he retired the first 22 start of the season. Jim Barr
catcher Joe Ferguson."We've batters. This time, the rookie was the loser, although he
got to beat the Reds and left-hander walked one,struck threw only three pitches.
Expos 4, Mets 3
everyone else, but we're still out five and didn't perniit a
Tony Perez and Ellis
runner beyond first base. The
fighting for it."
as
homered
The Reds' setback reduced Padres scored in the third Valentine
Jerry
sent
Los Angeles' magic number to inning when Gene Richards Montreal
15 even though the Dodgers singled, stole his 41st base of Koosman, a 21-game winner
lost 1-0 to a two-hitter by Bob the season, went to third on a last year, to his 18th loss in 26
Owchinko of the San Diego single by Bill Almon and came decisions. Valentine was
Padres. Meanwhile, the home on a throwing error by making his first appearance
Phillies first baseman Steve Garvey since he fouled a ball off his
Philadelphia
maintained a seven-game lead after pitcher Doug Rau picked ankle three weeks ago.
over Pittsburgh in the NI, Almon off.
BASEBALL
Pirates 3-1, Phillies 1-11
splitting
a
by
East
TOKYO — Sadaharu Oh
the Carlton became a 20-game belted his 756th career home
with
doubleheader
Pirates, losing 3-1 then win- winner for the fourth time, run, surpassing American
ning 11-1 for Steve Carlton's scattering seven hits in eight Hank Aaron's record. The 37innings and rapping his third year-old left-handed first
20th victory.
Elsewhere, the Chicago home run of the season in baseman for the Yomiuri
Cubs downed the St. Louis addition to a run-scoring Giants of Japanese baseball's
Cardinals 4-2, the Atlanta single. Jay Johnstone gave Central League hit the recordBraves blanked the San hirn all the runs he needed shattering homer — his 40th of
Francisco Giants 4-0 and the with a two-run homer in the this season — in his second
Montreal Expos edged the second inning.
time at bat against the Yakult
In the opener, John Swallows.
New York Mets 4-3.

Students May
Buy Tickets
For Discount

Red Sox eharging, Sweep Two
While Yankees Drop Twinbill

(MURRAY LEDGER *0 TIMES)

8II
Wadkins Shatters Mark
For World Series Play
AKRON, Ohio (AP)
final-round 65. Irwin, one
Lanny Wadkins still is in a stroke behind the winner
state of shock.
going into the last 18 holes on
The 27-year-old Virginian, the hot, humid day, shot a 69.
his career threatened by a gall He and Weiskopf had 272 and
bladder operation less than earned $35,000.
Weiskopf birdied six of the
three years ago, has won the
PGA and the World Series of first eight holes and was even
Golf titles and $145,000 in the with Wadkins at nine-underlast month.
par. Still, the former Wake
His first prize of $100,000 in Forest College star was
ceries -Monday- -unshaken.
exceeded his entire winnings
-I was really pouring on the
for 1975 and 1976.
coals. I wasn't hacking off. I
"It hasn't really hit me," hoped I could just hang on and
Wadkins said after his record- something would happen."
breaking 65-267 total over the
It did. Weiskopf unleashed
feared 7,180-yard Firestone one of his booming tee shots at
South course.
nine. Wadkins sent his drive 35
-The PGA still hasn't sunk yards farther down the
in. I hear them announce, fairway, a total of 308 yards.
'PGA champion' and I look
-Torn told me, "I think
around to wonder who in the there's something wrong with
heck it is.,,
this ball. He was serious. He
Even a record-tying 29 by declared the ball unplayable,"
playing
partner
Tom said Wadkins.
Weiskopf, six-under par on
Moments later, Wadkins
Firestone South's front nine, sank a 15-food birdie putt and
failed to rattle him Monday.
regained the lead, at 10-under"I thought I put all the par. Weiskopf parted from 25
pressure I could on him. feet at No. 9. He never
Lanny
played
perfect, challenged seriously again.
fantastic golf. He never looked Wadkins was ahead to stay.
worried. That's why he's the
Wadkins followed with
champion," said Weiskopf,
at 10 and 12. His
birdies
who finished in a tie for second
margin was four shots. The
place with Hale Irwin.
Weiskopf matched Wadkins' race for golf's richest prize
was over. Two more birdies,
at 16 and 17, ran his four-day
total to 22 over the demanding
7,180-yard monster.

Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.
Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually as the depositor may
choose.

PASSBOOK
SAYINGS

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 75:1-0489

12 OR 24 MONTH

CERTIFICATES

4% 6'/2%
/
51
Crowd Refuses To Let Austin
Overshadow Infallible Vilas

life

The Indians' Bruce Bochte
drove in five runs in the
twinbW, including the gamewinner in the opener, and
Andre Thornton's checkedswing eighth-inning bloop
double scored the decisive run
in the nightcap.

1
..••••11

EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!

CHASE PACE —Jim Por,e (24) of the Marshals gets in a race in an effort to avoid Tiger
linebadter Micky Swift (63). Other Tigers in the picture include Phil Jones (67), Pfick Hibbard 22
and Dwight McDowell (61).

Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
GET THE SHIFLD

At the end of the Labor Day
11-game marathon, the
2-game lead
/
Yankees held a 21
over Boston while Baltimore
is four games back of New
York.
Even with Monday's twin
loss, the Yankees have won 24
of their last 29 games. But
Monday, it was Cleveland's
turn as the Indians ended a 13game losing string against
New York,

Twins 5, Rangers 4
Don Hood, 2-0, who started
Butch Wynegar knocked in
for only the second time this
season, gave up two runs and two runs with a single and a
five hits in seven innings in the homer as Minnesota broke a
opener. Jim Kern picked up four-game losing streak. Paul
his 18th save of the season Thormodsgard, 11-10, got the
despite giving up a solo homer victory.
Royals 8, Mariners 4
to Reggie Jackson in the
Kansas City raced to its
eighth.
sixth consecutive victory
Tigers 8-0, Orioles 7-5
The Tigers used seven behind Fred Patek, who
pitchers in the opener, which scored twice and drove in two
Detroit pulled out on Rusty runs, and George Brett's twoStaub's two-out homer in the run homer.
Jim Colborn, 16-13, snapped
bottom of the 11th.
three-game winning
Seattle's
the
in
back
came
Baltimore
nightcap as Rudy May, 15-12, streak to get the victory. Dick
scattered eight singles in Pole., 7-12, took the loss after
hurling- his -40th- complete, lasting onlyllainnings_
Brewers 4, Angels 6
game and fourth shutout of the
Sal Bando and Sixto
season.
Lezcano slammed home runs
Red Sox 84,Blue Jays 0-0
power Milwaukee over
to
hurled
4-1,
Rookie Don Aase,
a three-hitter in the first game California and snap a fourand Reggie Cleveland, 9-7, game Brewers' losing streak.
Jim Slaton, 9-14, required
tossed a five-hitter in the
second as Boston blanked relief help from Bob McClure
and Eduardo Rodriguez to get
Toronto twice.
Jim Rice pounded a three- the victory. Angels' starter
run homer and Carlton Fisk Frank Tanana, 15-9, who has
knocked in three runs in the won only three games since
opener while Rick Miller's July 5, took the loss.
two-run double started the
Red Sox off to a three-run
NM YOUR PAPBt?
fourth inning to break open the
Seboribers sloe here eee
nightcap.
receive/ *sir beene-dellvere4
A's 8-1, White Sox 7-2
espy .4Th. nom,Wpm a
Mitchell Page sparked
The.. by 1.34 p S. M4**If
Oakland in the opener and
se
er by WO p.
Wilbur Wood, 7-7, led Chicago
Inierdeys ere urged IS eel
In the nightcap as the two
p.m.
713-1914 behoove S
lAsedwy-fridny,
teams split their twinbill.
mod • p.
end 4 p.
3.30 p.
Page drove in two runs,
Saterdwys, Is Imre deleery
scored another and stole three
lb. ramspaps. Cale met
bases in the opener. Eric
weekbe Owed by 4 p.
run-scoring
Soderholm's
aryt sr 4 p. Seevadaa•
double backed Wilbur Wood's
parent's delhery.
pitching in the nightcap.

SAVE WITH SECURITY

Season tickets for students
wishing to attend the Murray
High home football games this
season will be on sale Wednesday through Friday in all
four of the city schools.
If purchased at each game,
the tickets will cost five
dollars but lf purchased in
advance, students may save a
dollar by paying only four
dollars for the tickets.
Students wanting the season
tickets should inquire at the
office at the school they attend.
The first home game for the
Tigers will be at Sp. m. Friday
against the Fulton County
Pilots.

For Your

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees lost
twice, the Boston Red Sox
were stranded and the
Baltimore Orioles split a
doubleheader — all of which
closed the gap in the
American League East
Division race.
"Thank goodness they lost,"
said Baltimore Manager Earl
Weaver about the Yankees.
"Maybe they'll lose another."
New York Manager Billy
Martin was glum but
undaunted. "I'm not going to
lose any sleep over it," he said
d by,tgam's double setback LO
Indians
Cleveland
the
Monday,4-3 and 5-4.
The Red Sox, who finished
a
with
day
the
off
doubleheader sweep of the
Toronto Blue Jays, started it
off at an airport in Niagara
Falls, N.Y.

scheduling problems relented,
By CHRISTY BARBEE
agreeing to bring on Vilas and
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y.(AP) Jose Higueras of Spain.
"We won't go," they cried.
— They had watched Tracy
Austin, Harold Solomon and "We want Vilas."
a
braved
They
Virginia Wade, but the fans at
center court at the $462,420 thunderstorm, waited for the
Tennis court to dry and watched a
Open
U.S.
Championships weren't going steady, unemotional Vilas
seeing dispatch Higueras 6-3,6-1.
without
home
Earlier Monday, 14-year-old
Guillermo Vilas.
A chanting crowd of more Miss Austin overcame the
of
forehand
than 12,000 clapped, stamped scorching
its feet and yelled Monday Romanian Virginia Ruzici for
until tournament officials with a 6-3, 7-5 victory, and Billie
Jean King needed a tiebreaker to eliminate ninthseeded Kerry Reid of
Australia 6-1, 3-6, 7-6.

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday.
Fish Filet Dinner!

Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden •brown. Served
with your choice of
potato and a thick
slice of Stockade
Toast. A $2.48
value for only...
INCLUDES

Free
Salad and
Drink

IRWIN
TOCICAbE

g'"eit...t,4_.
""4-rj..s.‘et, •

Ms. Wade, the Wimbledon
champion and No. 3 seed from
Britain, rallied to beat
Fiorella Bonicelli of Uruguay
4-6,6-1,6-2.
No. 5 Betty Stove of The
Netherlands defeated Kathy
Kuykendall of Miami 6-3, 6-0,
reaching the quarter-finals
against Miss Austin. No. 2
Martina Navratilova of Dallas
beat Tanya Harford of
Melrose, Ohio, 6-0, 6'2; No. 6
Rosie Casals of Sausalito,
Calif., eliminated South
African Brigitte Cuypers 6-2,
1-6, 6-2, and No. 10 Mims
Jausovec of Yugoslavia
ousted Janet Newberry of St.
Petersburg, Fla.,6-1,6-2.

tournament officials changed
their minds several tunes
about whether the match
would be played before the
daytime crowd. Officials had
wanted to reschedule the
match for night when the day
matches ran longer than
expected. There is a separate
charge for night admission
and the afternoon crowd knew
it.
Finally, rain delayed the
match until night, and the
Chris Evert-Nancy Richey
match that had been
scheduled for the evening was
postponed until today. Both
players had eaten during the
delay and Higueras said
playing on a full stomach hail
made him uncomfortable.
"I think it's very nice," the
25-year-old Vilas said of the
crowd's insistence on seeing
him. "Better they say that
than 'We hate Vilas.' I was
happy,for sure."
Tiny Tracy, the innocentlooking ball of fire from
Rolling Hills, Calif., had a far
more difficult time against
Miss Ruzici than she had
against fourth-seeded Sue
Barker Sunday.

In the second set, she
answered Miss Ruziri's
forehand with drives to her
opponent's backhand and with
lobs designed to slow the pace.
Solomon, the 12th seed from
,"Sometimes when Virginia
Silver Spring, Md., upset
started hitting harder. I'd just
eighth-seeded Vitas Gerulaitis
keep hitting it back and she'd
of Kings Point, N.Y., 7-6, 6-3.
harder and harder until she
The women's No. 12 seed, hit
, miss
finally made an error,''
Australian Wendy Turnbull,
Austin said.
•
downed Barbara Jordan of
It took the 5-foot-1 dynamo 1
'King of Prussia, Pa.,6-4,6-3.
hour, 40 minutes to Complete
Vilas and Higueras were
‘ the kill.
•ririms
tipirp,
koitt fraiXirut
•

a

5.39% Effective
Annual Yield

6472% Effective
Annual Yield

30 MONTH

48 mom

CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATES

63
4% 7/
/
2%
1
6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

7.79% Effective
Annual Yield

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal of certificates

Larry D. Wright
Office Manager

Direct Toll-Free Line
For Murray Customers

759-1234

SECURITY
FEDERAL

FSLIC
Am.+.ins.•114•••iftramm.••

!MI MOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

.10 *Dm. NOM. go .46 01913

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Soon to beat Johnson and Whitnell Ave in Murray

406 SOUTH 7TH ST
••• •• • •

MAYFIELD, KY.

PHONE 247-2616

•
I.
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Tiger Jayvees Take 6-0
41Win Over Tough Marshals
Larry Krouse has been
saying all summer that the
football program at Marshall
County High School is on the
verge of blossoming into a
winner. From all indications
thus far, he's right.
The varsity Marshals,
coached by Krouse, are off to
1-1 start and went on the
road this past Friday and lost
only 20-6 to state-ranked
Caldwell County.
To prove Krouse's point
even_ inore,_the Marshall
County jayvee teameame into
Holland Stadium Monday
night for a game with the
Murray High jayvees.
For 40 minutes and seven
additional plays, the Marshals
played on even terms with the
Jayvee Tigers but on a fourth
down in the first overtime
period, Tiger quarterback
Rich Rollins went in on a
keeper and Murray took a 6-0

won the coin toss and took the a game last week but was Murray fumbled. The Marball 10 yards away from rained out, never had a shals recovered on the Tiger
paydirt. In three plays, they serious scoring threat in the 31.
got nowhere. On a fourth down game, though they did move
The Marshals worked the
play, the Marshals went 20 inside the Tiger 30 on several ball down to the Tiger 24
yards, in reverse, as quar- occasions.
before fumbling with 5:44 left
terback Dean Jackson was
Murray High had numerous in the game. Terry Grogan
smeared for a huge loss.
opportunities to score and recovered the fumble for
Then the Tigers took over several times were inside the Murray High. .
from 10 yards out. On the first Marshall County 20 but either
Neither team threatened
play, tailback Bo Reed carried fumbled or could not come up again during regulation play.
the ball six yards, moving it with the big play.
"Offensively, I thought
down to the four. Then came
The first real scoring threat Hibbard and Reed ran well
the biggest play of the game, for the Tigers came midway though they did have a couple
to -that point-' the.Marshols--throtigh the-first period. After-of fumbles.--f-thought-Rottinswere hit for a penalty some fine running by Tin-Reed prUgyeA very well at guar(spearing) and the ball was and Nick Hibbard moved the terback and of course he took
moved half the distance to the Tigers past midfield and deep the ball in for our only touchEVERYBODY NITS-At least six Tigers arc in on the action as they all gang-tackle this. Marshal County runner. Among those
goal-line.
into the Marshals' territory, down," coach Rick Fisher
Identifiable by number are Phil Jones (67), Nick Hibbard (32), Mork Berber (55), loch Jones (76) Bo Rood (32) end Kicky Swift
On the second down play, the Tigers lost the chance as said.
(6'). The Tiger jayvees scored a 6-0 overtime victory over Marshall Covey.
Nick Hibbard carried to Rich Rollins' 12-yard pass into
"Our linebackers, Swift,
(Stuff Mites by Milt* Inonisa)
within a half-yard and on a the endzone was intercepted Hibbard, Phil Jones and Terry
third down play, Reed moved by Terry Carmack.
Grogan, all played very well
the ball to within about six
Late in the third quarter, it as did our tackles, Dwight
inches of the chalk.
appeared the Tigers might be McDowell and Zach Jones. We
Faced with either winning in position to score as they just had a total team effort on
the game on one play or recovered a fumble on the defense," Fisher added.
having to again make a Marshals' 35 but on the first
There were several things
It was an extremely hard- defensive stand, the Tigers play from scrimmage, the though that weren't pleasing.
fought game with both clubs punched the ball in on fourth Tigers fumbled the ball away.
-Our defensive ends weren't
playing a hard-nosed and down as quarterback Rich
Marshall County's major picking up the quarterback on
good-sticking defense. In fact, Rollins followed center Mark threat in the game came with the option in the first half and
it was that hard-nosed and Barber up the middle.
just 29 seconds left in the third we had to make some adhard -sticking defense that
Marshall County, which was period when they punted the justments to solve that
By GORDON BEARD
with the same 11-3 record as for the Colts, who led the NFL game with blurred vision. cost the Marshals the game. to have opened its season with ball away to the Tigers and problem. I was not very
AP Sports Writer
Baltimore.
When time ran out in
with 417 points as Jones With Griese healthy, the
pleased with the way we
BALTIMORE (AP) - The
New England then gave the passed for 3,104 yards and 24 Dolphins at least will offer the regulation play, the Marshals
moved the ball either. We
Eastern Division of the Super
Bowl
champion touchdowns.
threat of a top receiving corps
broke down too many times.
National Football League's Oakland Raiders their only
The front four "Sack Pack" of Nat Moore, Fred Solomon
"But since we haven't had
National League
By The Associated Press
American Conference boasts real postseason battle before dropped opposing quar- and Duriel Harris.
time to practice
much
East
American League
two of the glamour players of losing 24-21 in the final 10 terbacks 56 times, but
By The Associated Press
Buffalo finished last in the
together as a unit, I guess that
GB
Pct.
L
..W
East
the 1970s, but both could be on seconds, following a couple of they couldn't overcome division with a 2-12 record last
BASEBALL
overall, we'd have to be rather
84 52 .618
W L Pct. GB Phila
the sidelines when the 1977 controversial calls by the obvious weaknesses in the year, losing ifs last 10
American League
pieased with the way the kids
7
.565
60
78
.606
York
54
83
N
Pitts
playoffs begin.
officials.
secondary.
NEW YORK YANKEES including nine straight after
Fisher added.
played,"
10L-2
.541
73 62
Chicago
80 56 .588
Boston
One is O.J. Simpson, the
On the strength of the
Since then, however, the Jim Ringo replaced Lou Signed
Lou
Piniella,
The Tigers do not have a
11"2
.533
.578
64
4
57
73
Louis
78
S
Balt
consummate running back of playoff comparisons alone, Colts have signed veteran Saban as head coach.
outfielder, to a two-year
66 70 1.485 16',2 Montreal 62 74 .456 22 regular jayvee schedule. In
Detroit
the Buffalo Bills, who will be New England is given a slight cornerback Norm Thompson,
Simpson, who signed after contract.
fact, they actually have no
53 83 .390 31
2 N York
65 73 .471 18',
Cleveland
polish
able to
his budding edge over Baltimore by mosl who played out his option with training camp and didn't'have
National League
more games scheduled but
West
.413
27
84
59
Milwkee
broadcasting talents in the forecasters. A comparison of St. Louis, and linebacker Tom the blocking of injured
NEW YORK METS /
2 Los Ang
83 54 .606 - Fisher said they would
45 89 336 361
Toronto
playoffs after the Bilis finish the 1977 schedules only MacLeod
has returned fullback Jim Braxton, still led Acquired Dan Smith, pitcher,
Cinci
73 65 .529 10'7 probably pick up a game or
West
far back in the division.
solidifies the selection of the healthy after missing the 1976 the league with 1,503 yards from the Dodgers as part of
perhaps two later in the
67
Houston
70 .489 16
600
81 54
K.C.
The other is Bert Jones, the Pats.
season with a knee injury.
rushing. With two years the trade that sent Jerry Grote Chicago
season.
20'2
Fran
75
.457
63
S
51,
.560
59
2
75
rising quarterback superstar
Of thesis foes New England
The offense needs no remaining on a contract he to Los Angeles.
Of course the main purpose
62 77 .446 22
76 62 551 662 S Diego
Minn
of the Baltimore Colts who must play outside of the bolstering. Not with the likes says will be his last,
FOOTBALL
Simpson
in a jayvee game is to add
.372
51
Atlanta
32
86
'.548
7
74
61
Texas
would gladly trade his division, Cleveland is the only of Jones, running back Lydell is 2,686 short of Jim Brown's
National Football League
depth and experience to the
Monday's Games
63 70 .474 17
Calif
"Magazine cover-boy status for team which had a winning Mitchell, and wide receiver all-time rushing mark.
CHICAGO BEARS - Cut Oakland
varsity roster.
Pittsburgh
3-1,
Philadelphia
27
81
400
54
Bowl.
a shot at the Super
record last year. The Colts Roger Carr.
Braxton and quarterback Tommy Reamon, running Seattle
1-11
28
396
55
84
Baltimore has won the must
Denver,
face
Mitchell set a Baltimore Joe Ferguson, who missed the back; Royce Berry, defensive
Chicago 4, St. Louis 2
divisional title in each of the Washington, and Pittsburgh.
Sunday's Results
record with 1,200 yards final eight games of 1976 with end, and Randall Burks, wide
Montreal 4, New York 3
past two seasons, only I be
Oakland 7, Detroit 5
Behind New England and rushing in 1976 and caught 60 a back injury, are healthy receiver.
Atlanta 4,San Francisco 0
Toronto
Seattle
manhandled by the Pittsburgh Baltimore, the remainder of passes for another 555 yards. again
2
7,
.‘
GREEN BAY PACKERS but it's the defense
Houston 5, Cincinnati 1
7,
Cleveland
California
3
Steelers in the first round of the teams in the AFC East are Carr, who joined the team last which
needs help. The Bills Signed Micro Roder, place
San Diego 1, Los Angeles 0
New York 4, Minnesota 0
the playoffs.
clearly outclassed.
week after ending a holdout, gave up an average of 41 kicker, and Dennis Havig,
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 7, Chicago 5
But the Colts may not even
Miami Dolphins, caught 43 passes for 1,112 points in their last four
The
games guard. Waived Tom Perko, Kansas City
Montreal ( Holdsworth 2-0) at
6,
Milwaukee
2
get that far this season. decimated by - defections, yards, tops in the NFL.
linebacker.
a year ago.
New York (Todd 2-4
Boston 8, Texas 4
Standing in the way will be the retirements, injuries and
MIAMI DOLPHINS At Miami, Coach Don Shula
The problems facing Walt
St. Louis(Underwood 7-101 at
suddenly formidable New court convictions since their claims the Dolphins are in Michaels, the new
head coach Signed Steve Spurrier,
Chicago ( Krukow 8-12)
Monday's Results
England Patriots.
second straight Super Bowl need of the same kind of of the Jets, who were 3-11 last quarterback. Waived Gary
Los Angeles (Rhoden 16-8( at
Detroit 8,0, Baltimore 7-5, 1st
After playing only one championship in 1974, no rebuilding job as when he season, are monumental. iialbuena, quarterllack.
San Diego (Jones 6-11)
game 11 innings
season of .500 ball in the first longer
are contenders. arrived in 1970, with the Heading the list are a search Traded Jerris White, safety,
Philadelphia ( Lonborg 10-3,
Oakland 8-1, Chicago 7-2
six years following the merger Buffalo, struggling even with offensive and defensive lines for a solid running attack, and to
the
Tampa
84ALOME4T
Bay
Cleveland 4-5, New York 3-4
at Pittsburgh( Reuss 10-12 ), n
NFL
American
and the
of the
Simpson, and the New York requiring major revision.
a defense that can stop the Buccaneers.
San Francisco I Knepper 7-71
LASAGNA
Boston 8-6, Toronto 0-0
Football League, the Pats Jets, rebuilding without Joe
MINNESOTA VIKINGS The Dolphins, 6-6 last year, long pass.
Minnesota 5, Texas 4
at Atlanta (Solomon 4-4 or
095
improved by eight games last Namath, are in even worse lost defensive tackles Randy
Amos
Martin,
Clark Gaines, a free-agent Traded
Capra 3-10),(n)
Milwaukee 6, California 5
season and made the playoffs shape.
U U
Crowder and Don Reese after rookie who rushed for 724 linebacker
and
Autry
Cincinnati (Capilla 6-6) at
Kansas City 8, Seattle 4
U
New England's turnabout they pleaded no-contest to yards and caught 41 passes for Beamon, safety, to the Seattle
Houston Richard 14-10),(n)
began when Steve Grogan was charges of attempting to sell 400 more, could be the top Seahawks in exchange for a
Wednesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
installed at quarterback after cocaine.
future draft choice.
runner.
Montreal at Chicago
Boston ( Lee 6-3) at Toronto
the trade of Jim Plunkett to
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES (Darr 0-0), (n)
In addition, end Bill Stanfill
Richard Todd, who got
St. Louis at Pittsburgh,(n)
San Francisco.
Al
Clark,
remains out in a grievance mixed reviews as a rookie - Retired
Los Angeles at Atlanta,(n)
New York (Tidrow 8-41 at
410 p.m. Wednesday at
Operating behind a line procedure over a neck injury, quarterback, will have a cornerback.
Cleveland (Eckersley 13-11), -Philadelphia at New York,
which allowed only 18 sacks, and safety Charlie Babb has a better chance to develop
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS- n
(n)
Grogan passed for 1,903 yards shoulder separation. On under a new system and Waived
Mike
Ernst,
San Francisco at-Cincinnati,
Baltimore (Flanagan 10-10)
and 18 touchdowns last year offense, an injury will keep without Namath looking over quarterback. Signed Bill
(n
at Detroit(Arroyo 7-14),(n)
and ran for 12 more scores.
guard Bob Kuechenberg out his shoulder from the Munson,quarterback.
San Diego at Houston,(n )
Fullback Sam Cunningham until at least the fifth game.
HOCKEY
sidelines. For targets, he has
Texas ( Blyleven 13-11) at
gained 824 yards, even though
National Hockey League
And, if that weren't enough, two of the best receivers
Minnesota (Goltz 16-8,(n)
See Marjorie Major
he missed three games quarterback Bob Griese left around in Rich Caster and
WASHINGTON CAPITALS
Kansas City (Hassler 8-Si at
Trowel Consultant
because of injury, and his last Saturday's exhibition Jerome Barkum.
-Signed Gary Smith, goalie. Seattle (Honeycutt 0-01, In
backup, Don Calhoun, ran for
Chicago (Knapp 9-6) at OakTOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
another 721.
Copies from our new .
land (Blue 13-16), (n)
ALL
YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
offensive
The
is
line
Di,. Copier au.Only games scheduled
No Charge by us.
wrnething
1ht-04:
anchored by tackle Leon Gray
!is h. hliick. Solids Are
Price some as direct.
and guard John Hannah, both
Wednesday's Games
For Information and
complety4
say
Pro Bowl' choices, and hardBaltimore at Detroit, 2, t-n
the look iis if the) e been
Travel Literature call
hitting tight end Russ Francis.
New York at Cleveland
pi trued . tier tor
wit. no
753-6060(4646)
obligation Call us
The Pats improved sharply
Boston at Toronto,( n
Whits News. Office 114.4411mi,
on defense in 1976 with the
Texas at Minnesota,( n )
711 Maim Street
cornerback
Mike
addition of
Kansas City at Seattle, In )
Haynes, the NFL defensive
Milwaukke at California, in)
rookie of the year, and free
Chicago at Oakland, In
safety Tim Fox, another
rookie. New England had
.
4
411111111111111.11111.1
1
111111110001.11,
three first-round picks, two
from the trade of Plunkett.
116 NORTH 7TH
Defense was the chief
MAYFIELD
247-5912 stumbling block last season
and

Simpson,Jones May Not
Play in Opening Games

Major League Standings

Sports Deals

Jevii41
Italian
Festival

'77

At last-

copies with a
difference
you can see

Jet

a$
-

FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

1.

AMICK

•
•
•

Dr. Conrad H.Jones

PUBLIC HEARING
A Public Hearing on the proposed Glendale Road
Construction from Highway 641 South to Highway 121
will be held September 8, 1977, 7:30 p.m. City Hall
Building. The following points regarding the proposed
road will be discussed:
I. If no decision is made by the City of Murray in
the near future,state funds will be withdrawn
2. The state will only participate in construction of
a road 48 feet in width
3. Initial design will be for two lanes of traffic with
two lanes for parking with the road being changed
to four lanes or traffic at such time traffic warrants
four lanes. This decision will be made by the state.
4. Local government will have no voice in determining when the road is changed from two lanes of
traffic to four lanes
5. Upon completion of the road,it will be deeded to
the state
6. Speed limit on the road will not exceed 35 miles
per hour
7. The city could probhibit truck traffic on the
road if approved by the state.

Dr. Gene Cook
Obstetrics and Gynecology

GRAB IT-Rich Rollins (12) of the Tiger jayvee team pounce; cm a loose ball while Nick Hibbard
(22) also reaches in. Watching for the Tigers is Bo Reed (32)

are moving to a new location

(Stuff Photos It. Mike inamlea)

305 South 8th St.
Directly across the street

from the hospital effective

Sept. 10,1977

Telephone 753-9300

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
will remain at f(07' Poplar 7S31340 •
al

GO 110-11pw runinsitaskis Reed plews up do middle fore rod
In•64 win mg Mar,
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Patients In Eastern State
Hospital Swelter In Heat

ARE THECLASSI

LEXINGTON, Ky. IAPI - eight-day stretch in July never the bureaucracy."
Patients have sweltered this dropped below 94 degrees on
One building is scheduled to
summer at Eastern State one viard, even at night, and be air conditioned by 1980,
Hospital- here, but the 29-year- reached 101 degrees one day, with a second building
old facility is not slated for air- said Dr. Michael A. Schaffer.
scheduled for relief two years
conditioning until at least 1980,
Schaffer announced his later, Schaffer said.
its former director said.
resignation from the facility in
However, he said, a third
Temperatures during one July, saying he was "tired of building, housing 115 of the
hospital's 300 patients, is
Answer to Mondays Puzzle
Crossword Puzzler WM OM
slated only for roof repair-no
Emma
air conditioning.
=MOO 00OOCIO
120 ORMBORO OM
MO UODO MONO
The heat conditions affect
@ROO MMOM NINA
more than workers,
patients
MOM MOOR MO
Schaffer said, because many
MOOM @ROO
,
diDfl
OU IMMO ammo
anti-psychotic drugs reduce
4 '
••
6Calrrtmum MUGU OWBO
w tr
the body's ability to react to
7
AMU MUUM an
wet
MU UUMMILIM Ad
heat.
UMULIUM MUMMA
6 •a •
Because of the drugs, the
CaOS
=UMW UM AAA
S
patients'woret-sweat and
30_Metal- - 5-i'At a
won't accommo-date hIgh
32 Erase
"ac -r"-- 13 Soo
• distance
Poker stake
21 -"
Iprinting)
54 Toward
temperatures," Schaffer said.
22 Symbol 1r
river
36 Swiss
14 Compass
shelter
t.n
"You run a higher risk of
37 Wan coating 55 Separate
point
23 Deba->es
42
Girl s name 56 Roman
7 Greenland
1
heat prostration," he said.
26 B.tter ,etcn
44 Doctrine
settlement
number
29 Be borne 42OUnusuai
The risk in July was "very
46 Put off
600
31 Pay
48 Sufferer
24 MOrayS
Native
metal high," Schaffer said.
57
attent,on 10
25 Bishobr.c
from
59 Steamship
33 Near
Hansen s
27 Tattered
labbr I
34 ConjJno!...
The heat has other effects.
disease
cloths
Conjunction
62
35 Once
49
Mental
28 Let it stand
64 Negative
Schaffer said patients could
around
images
asso
L
29
prefix
track
not sleep, there was a marked
33 Fern,ve
II 9 to . . .
)
7
2
5 .:•:.: 6
3 ,• .4
increase in agitation and the
39 Eartn
:•:•:,
• .i..)ctotss
t4 whole ward was very tense.
12
'.•:.:a3
4)Hive,
Schaffer said window air
3
!
..-,i 6
, 18
I
43 Roster
conditioners could not be used
,
45 GO3
;
••
2
4
on the wards because the
e„
in
antiquated
hospital's
1S •...., 26
24
cte!,
electrical system could not
29 30
3;
"::•: 31
'
handle the power load.
53 Chart
'
35
'es
- sYk:.:-- 38
"They're stretched to the
14
56 T:p
58 Strips of
limits now with the
upper
/.
at
42
Ar,
cloth
fans," he said.
..
61.) Note of
47
46 1
48_ 49
scale
45
:-.. ...Dr. Donald E. Ralph, who
.'. ...
61 Fold
Schaffer,
succeeded
'•'..'-.1.53 5a 55
50 51 :-.?: 52
63 Simpler
65 Transgression
confirmed that the offices of
66 Rupees.
59 .•.-. 60
56 57
58
doctors
and
most
labbr
67 Encountered
64
63
'
1.7.7.
61
.!,
administrators at the hospital
DOWN
are air-conditioned.
;•-•...6-•
.• •!;66
' "It's a lot easier to coal a
...•.'-'
1 Egg-shaped •
rI.
2 m,n,sn
smaller space," he said.

1 Legal Notice
Notice is hereby given
of a public meeting at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park Convention Center, Sept.
13, 1977 at 7:30 p.m.
central time, to
discuss a proposed fish
population
study
scheduled for the
Crooked Creek Embayment of Barkley
Lake in September,
1978. The study will be
explained, a film of a
similar study will be
shown and questions
and comments wW be
solicited from the
audience. If,po strong
public opposition to
the study arises at the
meeting,
the
American Fisheries
Society,
Southern
Division, will complete plans for the
project. All interested
individuals
or
representatives
of
organizations are invited to attend this
meeting.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
c:assified , displays
am; regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

Peanuts

-

AS FALL APPROACHES, WE
ASK OURSELVES, HERE
DID THE SUMMER GO?"

.4616

DOWN THE DRAIN!
466
"'Its
tik*

6

Nancy
-

ONCE AGAIN THE
ANSWER COMES...

01971 Unlied Feature Sy
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5UNtAcER
VACATION",

k..ARE "(00
HERE
TO BUY
SHOES ?---

Ad d.-

0(.,5•44 IL L AR-
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--- OR TO TAKE AN
OF
MY STOCK?
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0
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Beetle Bailey
CANDY IS AN
AWFUL THING.
I LIKE IT.

IT MAKES YOLT
SICK,
IT MAKES YOU FAT,

IT COSTS A LOT,
ON TOP OF THAT,

I WOULDIV'T FEED
IT TO A RAT!

I LIKE IT!

a_

---

The Phantom

ONE OF
THE SMALLER
CELLS. OLITARY

rt

CONFINEMENT.

HO BAR5
ON DOORS

OR
WiNDOW5

5TEAK THREE
TIMES A DAY
_WHO WANTS
TO LEAVE 2

STEAK...THREE
TIMES A DAY?
SLEEP TILL
NOON 2

UNLESS I HAVE
PARTIE5 EVERY"'
AN EARLY GAME NIGHT...DANC ING...
OF TENNIS_ DRINKING... TOO
MUCH.'

'

)

Coreintonwmdth Of
Kentucky Department
Of Transportation
Bureau Of
Highways Notice
To Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received
by the
Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frankfort, Kentucky until
10:00 a.m. Eastern
Daylight rime on the
15th day of September,
1977, at which time
bids will be publicly
opened and read for
the improvement of:
SP GROUP 53(1977)
Bituminous Concrete
Surface.
Calloway Co., SP 1818 - The Coy Road
from the. Dunagan
Road (CR 1074) northerly to the Peters
Road (CR 1067), a
distance of0.200 mile.
Calloway Co., SP 1818 - The Peters Road
from the Coy Road
i CR
1009)
northeasterly to the McDaniel Cemetery Road
CR 1068), a distance
of 1.050 miles.
Calloway Co., SP 18988 - The Dunagan
Road from KY 464
easterly to the Coy
Road (CR 1009), a
distance of 0.450 mile.
CALLOWAY COUNTY, RS 18-594: The
Elm Grove Road from
KY 464 southeasterly
to the VanCleave Road
ICR 1006), a distance
of
3.340
miles.
Bituminous Surface.
The Bureau of Highways hereby notifies
all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure
that the contract entered into pursuant to
this
advertisement,
minority business enterprises will be afforded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this invitation, and will not
be
discriminated
against on the ground
of race, color or
national origin in consideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects
will
be
available until 9:00
A.M.
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT
TIME,
THURSDAY,
September 15, 1977, at the
Division of Contract
•ocurement.
Bid
15roposals for all
will
projects
be
available at a cost of
$2 each and remittance payable to State
Treasurer of Kentucky
accompany
must
request for proposals.
REFUN(NON
BID
DABLE)
PROPOSALS
ARE
ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).Specimen Proposals cannot be used for bidding.
2 Notice

2 Notice

15. Articles For Sale

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell '2
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.

CAREFULLY SELECTED sure enough real
fieldstone delivired.
Excellent for walls.
Fireplaces, patios. Will
also do real stone work.
Call 753-0122.

SPECIAL
$25.00
BRK SMOKE
DETECTORS
Model No.77R
Operates from 9 volt
battery.

Pickens
Electric

HAD THE WORST
NIGHTMARE
LAST NIGHT

I'M REALLY
DEPRESSED
THIS
MORNING

L

I DREAMED I GAVE `IOU A
Ba6 RAISE AND MADE
YOU A PARTNER
IN THE
_
FIRM 'c

NOW IM DEPRESSED'

0
1 -'4•4
Antik

1

*APPLES
Red and Yellow
Delicious
CA 7,

1.•

Abner

NO ONE OUL-D
BELIEVE THAT UNDER 71-4AT
*ME APRON 0E.A-15
-n-E HEART-OF A

*TRUSTEDV.
5LELITH

71-fAN.145., MY BELOWD c141EF !"-/M To FtDSE• Youviowr 7-AS A
•NEED ANY -•
WHER Is MY.
T'5
4
BROKEN- cosrume,
UNDER
_
ASSISTANT zFOGARTY IX)miN OLD
MY
DE5KMONCRCL

014
.11

AI1111INIIIIIII1te w•L

i44,4
„MOIL!

•

Murray
Ice Co.
4011 S
753-11113

SALE-all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

901 Arcadia

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6M.

TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.
10 CU. FT. upright
freezer. White,5 months
old. $200. Call 753-9240.

Notice
Effective Oct. I, 19/7, the
fliwney Samitatiee apt. ell
me limper accept the ese of
55-gellen Areas es rotes.
teeteiners far resitleirtial of
coateserciel vie. (Ordinance
No. 775)

City of Murray
Sanitation Dept.
753-5127

5 lost And Found
LOST VERY THIN
female dog wearing a
chain choke collar With
tags. Part Beagle
mostly black with white
and brown spotted legs.
Has long black tail with
white tip. Call 753-9311.
6. Kelp Wanted
PROJECT MANAGER
for general construction
and
construction
management company
to do hospitals, industrial and large
commercial work. Must
be capable of layouts
and coordination of
subcontractors. Prefer 5
to 10 years experience.
Send resume to HartzKirkpatrick
Construction Company, P.
0. Box 1328, Owensboro,
Ky. 42301.
EARN EXTRA money.
Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for FREE
Catalog Sales Kit on toll
free 800-631-1258.
WANTED BABYSITTER for
school child. Call after 5
p. m. 753-4594.
SECRETARY-BOOKKEEPER needed for
local firm. Send resume
in own handwriting to P.
0. Box 578, Murray.
RESIDENTAL
construction labor and-or
carpentry. Experience
preferred. Call 753-3509.
WANT A BABYSITTER,
nights. Call 436-2444.
$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

rack
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us1 yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-4)035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

LL MP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.

10 Business Opportunity
BUSINESS LOANS
available on
Real
Estate,
Inventory
Operating Capital, etc.
Call James A. King, 502222-1584 days, 502-2221189 nights.
AVAILABLE
LOANS
business, farms, real
estate and venture.
Some 6;per cent interest
loans ataila ble. Call 502885-1796 after 5.
14 Want TO Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
'
registered wire haired
Fox Te "er puppy: Call
7
WE BUY used trailers.
• Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
'
•

SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
tooting $6.50 ea.., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per
inch.
Paint.
Styofoam insulation 1 2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
, $40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skirting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin,Tn. 38237,
phone 901-5e7-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
SOUP'S ON, the rug that
is, clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
BURCH
TWO
row
planter, in good condition. Duo Therm oil
heater. Featherbed,
boasters and pillows.
Call 437-4382.
METAL STORM DOOR.
36" standard height,
good as new with grill.
Call 753-3190.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 753-5995 after 5
p. m. '
FOLD OUT couch. Call
evenings, 753-7522.
COUCH AND CHAIR set.
Good condition. $30. Call
436-2294.
TWIN BEDS, solid oak.
Also box springs and
mattresses. Call 7530091.
18 Sewing 1
COMPLETE NEEDLE
CENTER. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th.
209 Colors of Paternayan
needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of
one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel embroidery yarns. Complete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread
embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of accessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for - senior
citizens-Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 0. m., Sundays 1-9.

16 Home Furnishings
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar
amp.
and
Electric welder, 50 amp
miscellaneous
and
items. Call 753-8127.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment
NEW IDEAL corn picker
and M Fartnalt Case 660
combine, good .condition. Call 753-3288.
TWO ROW FORD corn
picker mounted on
International tractor,..
Elevator and 2 wagons.
$2,000. Call 437-4750.
TO 18 INTERNATIONAL
dozer,hydraulic control,
good under carriage,
good condition. $8,000.
Call 898-3429.
20 Sports Equipment
BROWNING
3
in.
magnum with extra
barrel. Excellent
condition. $325 firm. Call
753-0789.
SAIL BOATS. Irwin,
Pearson, Venture, AMF
Alcort, Dyer Dingheys. Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake.
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
22 Musical
UPRIGHT PIANO. $125.
Call 753-7887 before 4 p.
m.
LESSONS: Trumpet,
French Horn, Trombone, Baritone, Tuba.
$3.00 kt hour. Call 7539371.

PIANO
IN STORAGE
Beautiful
spinetconsole stored locally.
Reported like new.
Responsible party can
take a big saving on
low payment balance.
Write Joplin Piano
ICo., Joplin, Missouri
64801.
23 Exterminating
41.

FREE -IA
laInspection
Termite 41:
Unified Ay IPA
Avoid Cos* Nome Repairs

Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Nam wined d eperesed ow. IA
yews. 0.not sip mg creme me OA
Is fiddled.
100 South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914

Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Hegthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.
LTD FORD 1970, 4 door.
with air, good condition.
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month
old. Wood heating stove.
Call 437-4801.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
cider T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW
Color
19"
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox,753-7375.

A
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27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 69 BUCANEER
mobile home, 2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10
frame
storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.
Air conditioner. Call 4742741.

32 Apartments for Rent
APARTMENT
near
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or after 5, 7534109

FURNISHED
APARTMENT for 2 students.
One
from
block
Available
University.
now. Call 753-7575.

1973 12 X 65 3 bedroom, 2
baths, all electric,
washer and dryer,
central air and skirted.
36 for Rent Or lease
See at Riviera Cts or call
before 5, 753-3280 or
HORSE STABLE for
after 6, 436-5324.
rent, pasture land also
12 x 52 MOBILE home. available. Call- Mike
75348850
$5,000 or $1500 and take Brannack
over payments. Call 759- between 8 and 5.
1039.
37 livestock Supplies
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con- CHESTNUT SADDLE
dition. Lots of cabinets
horse. Call 489-2548.
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
AQHA QUARTER horse
furniture including
mare, 2 years old.
washer and dryer to
Gentle and trained.
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
$1200. Call 753-7323.
p. m.
38 Pets Supplies
29 Mobile Home Rentals

a
1

TWO BEDROOM trailer,
water
furnished.
Available September 5.
Call 753-0957.
MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
FURNISHED 3 bedroom,
2 bath central air and
heat. Washer, dryer.
Large lot. Call 753-4091.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
1 753-3280
31 Want To Rent
TWO
OR
THREE
bedroom in or near city.
References furnished.
Reply to Box 32Q,
Murray.
TWO
OR
THREE
Bedroom
unfurnished
apartment or house.
Two people. No pets or
children. Must have by
November 1. Call 7532888 anytime.

41 Public Sales

AKC 9 month old English
Sheep Dog.
Call
489-2790.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.
FREE TWO kittens, one
male and one female.
Half Siamese. Good
pets. Call 489-2323.
DOBERMAN
puppies.
Full blooded. No papers.
$50. Call 753-7622.
THREE
PARAKEETS
with floor stand cage.
Toys and feed included.
Call after 5, 753-0345.
AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, September
7, 8, and 9 at 503 Elm
Street, 8 a. m.-5 p. m.
New quilts, and tops,
dishes, chairs, some
antique.

We Bring
People Home

TWO PARTY Garage
Sale. Wednesday, WE HAVE several pieces
property
of
lake
Thursday and Friday.
including
available
On highway 299, about 34
some choice water front
mile north of Kirksey.
lots. Ask to see our
First hand brick house
water front lots right on
on right. All sizes of
the lake. John C.
clothing, brand names,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
boys clothing
and
Main St., 753-0101 or 753shoes. Some brand new
7531.
articles. Come early for
first choice.
BIG LABOR Day Flea
Market. September 3, 4,
and 5. Free set up, bring
own table. Food, soft
drinks •and• bathroom
facilities
available
Every Saturday and
Sunday, thereafter.
Lake Plaza, Highway 62,
Possom Trot, 898-2857.
43 Real Estate

Pb... 753-324.1

ANOTHER
NEW
LISTING - Located 1L2
miles from city limits,
quality 3 bedroom 1t2
bath home with over
1800 square feet of living
area. Located on lovely
34 acre lot, this home is
pleasing to the eye and
to the pocketbook.
KWPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 751222. We
are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.

r QUALITY

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since 1956753-5646

70 ACRE FARM just
listed. Frontage on 2
roads,60 tendable acres,
tobacco barn, all fenced
with new barbed wire
fencing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222,
Real
Estate
Headquarters in
Calloway County.
BRICK 3 BEDROOM
home
just
listed.
Located only 1 mile
from
Murray City
Limits on large one plus
acre lot. Concrete
block workshop and
extra outside storage
building, nice garden
area, lots of trees,
shrubs and flowers. A
pretty
picture
for
pleasant lilting. Priced
in the low 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222, for full time,
courteous real estate
service.
YEAR-ROUND
HOME
with view of lake. Quiet
secluded area - 2
bedroom frame with
large living room,
fireplace, exceptionally
nice, storm doors and
windows, central gas
heat, priced in the 20's.
,Call 753-1492 LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

527-1486 753.9E5

Real Estate
753-5646
lettm Ibis-7534M

U. T. Waldrop, Broker
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BPDEEP

EARLY VICTORIAN 5
bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley
home, this is one of
Murray's finest older
homes. Features include
hardwood floors, intricate carvings on
stairway, mantles and
baseboards. We would
love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of real estate
services.
2.8 ACRES IN Jonathan
Creek Subdivision
Basement
finished,
$22,500. Will finance
half. Call 502-898-3466.

1

NEAT 4 Bedroom frame
home located on 94 East.
Home includes some
wall-to-wall carpeting,
roomy kitchen with lots
of cabinets and dishwasher, air conditioner,
electric heat. Wide highway frontage, carport,
trailer hookup. Situated
on 4 acres just 3I-2 miles
from lake. For more
information, call or
come by 105 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.

NOW IS THE TIME to see
this lovely 4 bedroom
brick, 3 baths, formal
dining, large lot with
mature trees in the
back, extra large 2 stall
garage. Many other
desirable features. For
private showing call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744; evenings call
753-3509.

JAPPEll CCPE

Pete Waldrop-7534Ni

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
---smob Itlifitrmt

FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from
lake. Excellent well and
septic system. Under
$8,000.00. Call 753-5352
anytime.

REALTY

Waldrop

Wilson

REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.

illim 337 N. Poplar-Benton

Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.
Priced in mid 30's. House is located on large lot.

46 Homes For Sale

43 Real Estate

44 ACRES, beautiful
building spot, road
frontage, located on
Highway 1346 and
Brooks Chapel Church
Road. Call 437-4848.

FRAME HOUSE,3 rooms
and bath Utility room
downstairs. One large
room upstairs. Lot
x 872+2' Call 7530833.

CHARMING WHITE
FRAME COTTAGE
sitting on one acre.
Separate 20 x 20 party
building with BQ grill.
Living room with
fireplace set in brick
wall. Kitchen including gas grill and
range. Large bedroom
with 2 closets. Nice
bath with new tubshower. $14,500. 94
East to Blackfords
Market right on Faxon
Road, 31,2 miles on left
side of road. Call 436=8.

FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people
Call 753-7948.
7 Motorcycles
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1975 HONDA 750. 2,000
miles. With trailer,
$1300. Call 767-2007.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less •
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753956
48 Automotive Service
FOR SALE - Body and
engine parts off of 1968
LeMans Pontiac. Want
to buy - 1964 2 door
Chevy Impala, body or
body parts. Call 7535251.

1972 PONTIAC convertible, red with white
top, air, sharp. $2650.
1966 V. W. Karman
Ghia, 40,000 miles, extra
nice, collectors item,
$2,000. 1977 Ford pickup,
150 Super Cub, 460
engine,'AM-FM stereo,
tape, cruise control, air,
blue and white, 24,000
miles, sharp. $5,600. Call
753-6123.

EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
ACRE LOT WITH all
hookups. 21'2 miles East
of Murray. Call after 5,
753-0345.

1976 GRAND PRIX. Call
753-4904 anytime before
5 and ask for Jeff.
1976 CHEVY. Scottsdale,
4 wheel drive, metallic
silver, Can be seen at
Thurman
Furniture
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Call 753-48.34 ask for
Roger. Home phone 4928345.
1968 CADILLAC, 2 door,
$575. Call 753-7271.

For Salo

1975
Lincoln
Mark IV
15,500 Actual Miles
Like New
Local One Owner Car

45 Farms For Sale
See At...
South 12th at Sycamor•

MOVE INTO
THIS ONE

TELEPHONE 7511951

A new listing only four miles from Murray. Enjoy the benefits of country living in this nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. There is a
sunken living room, formal dining area, eat-in
kitchen with all gold appliances. Brick outside
storage building and electric garage door. Large
lot.

KOPPERUD
REALTY
711 Main

Ph. 753-1222
I.
•

WEE

LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3"2
baths on extra large lot.
Home has everything
including central gas
heat, central
air,
fireplace, double
garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by appointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.

46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner - 2 blocks from
campus, two bedrooms,
kitchen-den
combination, living room,
and bath upstairs.
Modern basement with
bath, outside entrance
and cart. 28 x 54
garage nd work shop.
Built l'-'2iyears ago. Has
income potential and
comfortable
living.
140.000. Call 753-6123.
•

1964 CHFVY 327 engine, 3
speed, new tires. Body
rough. $300 or best offer.
Call 753-0567.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1973 FORD pickup. Call
753-3280.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air an, tilt
wheel. Red with ililack
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission
needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4zren.
1967 CHEVELLE, good
working condition.
$500.00 or best offer. Call
753-4712 after 5 p. m.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door hardtop, excellent
condition. 55,000 miles
$2450. Call 753-4445.
1976 CHEVY Suburban
Silverado. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8056.
1969 DODGE DART, 6
cylinder, air, beige, 4
door. Good condition.
One owner. Call 7534769.

black vinyl top, double
power and air, 351CID
automatic. Local car.
$1000.00. Call 1-354-6217.

WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprtment at
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
51. Services Offered

"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
753-1222
711 Main
44 Lots For Sale

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.

FOR SALE (2) deep dish 1975 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 door, all
14 x 634 rocket mags for
Plymouth or Ford. $40. 4. power has everything.
Extra
Call 492-8802 after 5 p.
clean, low
mileage. Perfect conm.
dition. Call 753-4620 or
49 Used Cars & Trucks
see at 1667 Calloway
Ave.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 1972 MERCURY Monbetween 5 and 7 p. m.
terey, 4 door, white with

A

®KOPPERUD
REALTYM

49 Used Cars & Trucks

804 BROAD
EXT.

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
-Wets-steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed
will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Ser-.
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

Between
4p.m &6 p.m.

51 Services Otteret
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
LICENSE-0 ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

111.

51. Services Ofieea,

DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
--

I. Oft BACKHOE' and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. in.
354-8161 or 354-8138
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
corn
ear
CUSTOM
- picking, popcorn or big
corn. Call 753-7887 or
753-1455.

Do a weekend's work

IN JUST A FEW
HOURS!

MOBILE tiomE anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house biding
te trim. CalLiJack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.

GUITAR LESSONS given
at Chucks Music. All
styles, also music
theories. Call 753-3682.
CUsTONIARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
GUTTERING BY
Sears, Sears continuous
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom -combining.
Call 753-8090.

This great outdoors cleaning machine tackles the dirtiest, toughest
jobs with a perfect mix of heavy
duty detergent and powerful water pressure (over 500 lbs.)
BLUE LUSTRE DIRT BUSTER
literally blasts away grease,
grime, mildew and mold from exterior house walls . .
gets to
hard-to-reach spots like eaves
windows.
and
It soaps and rinses at the flic
of a switch . . . works wonders
on boats, mobile homes, campers.
pools, patios, autos, drives and
equipment. Cleans virtually anyfast, easy. like
thing outside
new'

RENT THE GREAT OUTDOORS
CLEANING MACHINE

Murray Home
& Auto

non

AIL

DRIVEWAYS
and
parking area white
rocked and graded. Riprap delivered
and
placed. Clifford
Garrison, 53-5429 after
4 p. m.
Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
:LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas
stallation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
50

Chestiest St. 753-2571

ENT NINO( INC
on mom nue sum

BABYSITT1NG in my
home. Monday through
-Friday. Call 43.54307 at
Lynn Grove.
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rockwool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

Free Column

MALE SILVER haired
poodle to give away to
good home. Has all
shots. Call 753-0080.

RINSE VAC

KEEPS

CARPETS
LIMB!
Murray Home
& Auto
cb.h.,U.753-2571
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

PLAIN AND DANDY
And very easy on the pocitetbook that's this attractive
home with low-maintenance aluminum siding. Two
bedrooms, 2 car garage and a 11 24 basement Located
only 2 miles from Murray. Priced in the low 20's.

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
After Hours
Loretta fobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579

BiN Payne - 753-9794
Brenda Jones - 753-8668

SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
EVITTS TRUCKING.
Call us before you haul.
We haul lime, gravel,
sand, white rock, etc.
Call 382-2646 after 5 p.
m.

RENT RINSENVAC
No other "do-it-yoursolf"
method cleans carpets so...
EASILY 311 pound portable powerhouse does all the work
EFFECTIVELYcleans, nnses and vacuum
out deep dowm dirt and
grime in a single sweep
KOMONKA1.11cleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the coat
YOU SAVE UP TO
125.00 PER ROOM I

Almon111111MMIIIIMMML
Log;
QUALITY SERVICE
1973
WHEELBASE
Ford
Company Inc. Air convan. V-8 automatic with
dition sales and sercustom paint job by
vice. Modern sheet
Gibson and complete
department.
metal
customotprior. AM-FM
Larry
Wisehart,
and tape..r.wket wheels,
President. Phone 753white letter tires. Low
,290.
miles in ,'xtra- good
condition .ind sharp. •
SIGN PAINTING. Call
g2800,00 rhcine 1.354753-9996.
6217.

51 Services Offered

Mi.', liowevfortarors of dietetical specioetais for Rio Wilostril,
instihrtional s.d coasniercid inewiets.
if woe ere• bard workor with. strati, &sir, to sweitool,(solos
experience optimal) wo will Wrist ow haw 144141 mealy to imilp
ye* became socemsfsil.
$200 to $350 weekly Ilrorw and Wicordivos opaiiist *oral roar
missives. Expanse alkimisce while fraining. iscellent trine@
benefits.

Send Resume to:

DELTA FOREMOST CNEMICAL
P0.Box 30310, Memphis, Tenn 38130
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANTED
Listings
Farms - Homes
Commercial
Due to our many sales we need all
types of listings.
Call us and we will assist you in pricing
your property to sell.
Our professionals are ready to serve
you.

Row foe only $12 00 Br,

Bel-Air Decor Store
SA AA(*AA

OS) 1447

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioners, parts and
accessories. Call'1742748 or 474-8848.

Guy Spann Realty
"YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE"
901 Sycomor•

Moo. 753-7724

rata IV ft NWARA I, Ry., LtUtitK a limb, Tuesday,
September 6, 1977

Deaths and Funerals
Eugene Stephens
Dies On Sunday

A. B. (Jack) Smith

Former Local Pastor
Is Named To Post

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. chosen by Bishop
H. E. Fing er
Lloyd Ramer of Memphis has Jr., to be the superint
endent of
been named by Bishop Earl G. Memphis-McKend
ree DisEugene Stephens, brother of
Hunt Jr. to fill the post Of trict.
Leonard Stephens of Murray,
administrative assistant to the
In his new position, Ramer
died Sunday at the Gibson
A. B. Jack)(
Smith of bishop for the Tennessee and will be headquartered here
General Hospital, Trenton, Kirksey died Sunday
at Foley, Memphis Annual Conferences and will work with churches in
Tn. He was 62 years of age and Mo. He was
94 years of age of the United Methodist both annual conferences. The
a carpenter.
Church.
and a retired blacksmith.
Tennessee and Memphis
He is survived by his wife,
The new position was ap- conferences
The deceased was born
together include
Mrs. Willie Lindsey Stephens; January 11, 1883,
proved earlier this year by all of the
in Calloway
United
Methodist
two sons, Billy Stephens, County and was
both conferences during their churches
the son of the
in Tennessee with
Trenton, Tn., and Bobby late Mr. and
annual
meetings.
Mrs. Charles
the exception of extreme
Stephens, Dyer, In.; six Smith. His wife,
Ramer is known in Western Eastern
Mrs. Janie
Tennessee, as well as
sisters. Mrs. Lena Frazier, Hart Smith, died
Kentucky, having served from the Methodis
in 1948.
t churches in the
Lewisburg, In., Mrs. Lela
1963 to 1968 as pastor of First Jackson
Mr. Smith is survived by
Purchase of Western
Quilian, Mrs. Izora Quilian, two daughters,
United
Methodis
t Church at Kentucky.
Mrs. Hilda
Mrs. Ezora Reeves, and Mrs. Hughes, St. Louis,
Murray.
Mo., and
Ruby Odham, all of Hohen- Mrs. Dorothy
The appointment of Ramer
Craig, Long
wald, Tn., and Mrs. Ezell Beach, Calif.; two
was
one of three announced by
sons, Udell
McDonald.- Detroit,- Mich.; &pith. Kirksey; and
Howard" Hunt, all of whick-Wal-13ecome
four brothers, Herbert. B. Smith, Foley.
effective Jan. 1, PM.— Mo.; one
Hershel, and Lloyd Stephens, sister, Mrs. Dolly
The two additional apDavis,
all of Hohenwald, Tn., and Bloomington, Texas.
pointments involve the Rev.
Leonard Stephens of Murray.
Paul Douglas and the Rev.
Montreat-Anderson (N.0
The Kirksey `man was a
Funeral services were held member of the Mt.
College Athletic Director Linn
Albert M. Evans.
Hebron
Monday at two p. m. at the United Methodist
Douglas, presently pastor of Stranak has been awarded the
Church
chapel of the Shelton Funeral where the funeral will
Paris First United Methodist degree of Doctor of Arts in
be held
Home, Trenton, Tn., with Wednesday at two p.m.
Church, was selected to Physical Education by Middle
with
NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL OFFICERS—Scotty
burial in the Folis Chapel the Rev. Johnson Easly
replace Ramer in his present Tennessee State University .
Orr, left, past president of the Murray Middle School
and
Student Council,
congratu
lates the new officers after administ
Cemetery near Trenton.
position as superintendent of Stranak, who also coaches the
the Rev. Jim Glass officiating.
ering the oath of office. The new officers are,(from Orr)
Mark Austin,
presiden
t
Tim
Brown,
MAC
the
Cavalier
vice-pre
s
Memphis
sident
baseball
-McKend
Lisa Harrison, secretary; and Joy Hina, treasurer
Sons and grandsons will serve
ree
team
.
and teaches health and
District.
'as pallbearers.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
Evans, now the associate physical education at MonInterment will be in the Mt.
minister at Christ Church in treat-Anderson College,
Zion Cemetery with the
Memphis, was named to completed the course of study
arrangements by the J.H.
succeed the retiring Rev. for his Ph.D. this summer.
Churchill Funeral Home
Edwin J. Diggs as superin- Stranak's accomplishment
where friends may call until
tendent of the Brownsville was announced by B. Hoyt
the funeral home.
District.
Evans, Acting Dean of the
Ned B. Townsend, brother of
Hunt
College
said
at
that
no
MontreatC. A. Townsend of Kirksey,
replacement
Anderson.
has
been
died Friday at the Veterans
selected at this time to sucStranak earned his B.S
Hospital, Memphis, Tn. He
ceed Douglas at the Paris degree at Union University
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
the new treaties deserve to be ratified.
States recognizes the need to "correct
was 75 years of age and a
church.
and received his M.S. degree Carter and Panamanian head of
Recent polls have indicated a
an error instead of prolonging for an
farmer from Paris, Tn.
from
Ramer's ministerial career
the University of Ken- government Omar Torrijos are
majority of the American people still
eternity an injustice."
Mr. Townsend is survived
spans more than 30 years. He tucky. A native of Murray, preparing for the historic treatyoppose the treaties. One treaty would
Torrijos said the Panamanian people,
by his wife, Mrs. Beulah
served
Stranak
as an Army chaplain
is the son of Mrs. signing ceremony that will climax 13
The Rev. Hoyt W. Owen, a
remove U.S. control of the canal after. mindful of the "moral basis" on which
Townsend; one
Arnold
from 1944 to 1946, then Mike Stranak and the late years of negotiations over the future of
the year 2000 and the other would
the United States was founded, never
daughter, Mrs. Ann Wiseman, widely known Methodist
returned to the civilian Mike Stranak. He is a 1966 the Panama Canal.
minister
who
served
several
guarantee neutrality of the Canal Zone.
lost faith that Panama's aspirations for
Memphis, Tn.; one son. Edministry, holding pastorates graduate of Murray High
Carter and Torrijos scheduled their
But support for the agreements
eventual control of the waterway would
ward Townsend, Austin, churches in the Murray area,
in Memphis, Jackson, Selmer, School.
first
meetings at the White House today
was
honored
by
the
Concord
reportedly is accelerating and
be met.
Texas; four sisters. Mrs.
Lexington and Milan, as well Stranak joined the faculty of in advance of the Wednesday treaty
administration officials hope this
Most of the remaining leaders were to
Mabel . Hall, Mrs. Gertie United Methodist Church of
as in Murray, prior to Montreat-Anderson College in ceremony.
week's activities will provide additional
arrive today. The gathering will
Davis, and Mrs. Opal Barnett, Paducah recently.
Torrijos received a warm welcome at
The Paducah church ob- returning to Memphis in 1968 1973, and last spring led the
momentum.
represent the first summit meeting of
all of Paris. Tn., and Mrs.
as pastor of St. Luke United MAC Cavaliers to the Andrews Air Force Base on his arrival
On his arrival, Torrijos said the
hemispheric heads of government since
Mary Coley, Midlothian, Ill.;
Methodist Church, which at championship of the 1977 Monday night and expressed gratitude
treaty signing is of "great historic
a 1967 conference at Punta del Este,
four brothers, Otho. Ed, and
that time was the largest Christian College Baseball to the United States for its willingness
significance" and shows the United
Uruguay.
Dudley, all of Paris, and C. A.
congregation in the Memphis Tourney. He, his wife Judith, to yield eventual control over the canal.
of Kirksey.
Conference. He remained and their two sons live in
With a military honor guard on hand,
Funeral services were held
there until 1972 when he was Swannanoa, North Carolina. Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the
greeted Torrijos and said "good will
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
and determination" enabled the two
Home, Paris, Tn., with burial
countries to reach an agreement "that
in the Hillcrest cemetery
protects the vital interests" of both.
there.
Vance said the proposed treaties
ensure the canal will remain "open,
By The Associated Press
Police said Mark Gregory Glascock,
neutral, secure and efficiently run" for
17, of Cynthiana, Ky., a linebacker on
Seven persons died in traffic
all nations of the world.
the Harrison County High School team,
accidents in Kentucky during the 78SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — all four confirmed cases here
Torrijos was one of seven
was killed when his car ran off
hour Labor Day holiday. There were six
admitte
were
d,
said
the hemisphe
Chinatown residents, usually
ric leaders who arrived
Kentucky 356 in Harrison County
deaths during the same period a year
uncooperative with police, are disease's recent history Monday
for the Wednesday ceremony,
Sunday morning.
ago.
providing leads in the killing indicates it becomes active in to be
held at the offices of the
Darla Feeback, 16, also of Cynthiana
summer.
late
the
So
far
persons
of
five
and
the
Rev. Hoyt Owen
Organization of American States.
State Police said the latest fatality
and a cheerleader at the high school,
wounding of 11 others at a disease has claimed the life of
Ninetee
n hemispheric head of
occurred Monday night in Scott County.
served "Hoyt Owen Day" on Chinese restaurant. In what Catherine M. McCoy, 56, of
was hospitalized after being trapped in
government will attend the ceremony,
Jesse Paul Whitlock,30, of Lexington,
August 28.
the car for about 10 hours, police said.
authorities are calling the Columbus, who died Aug. 6. lured
her.2. by the promise of a private
was killed when a car ran off Kentucky
The Rev. Owen served the worst mass murder in the Three other women, including
Glascock was the fifth Harrison
audience
with Carter. In all, 27 nations
922 and struck a wooden fence about 21
Hardin-Dexter. Charge, Lynn city's history, three masked one who recovered and was
County high school student to die of
/
2
are expected to send delegations.
miles east of Georgetown.
Grove-Goshen Charge and men believed aiming at rival released
accidental causes since December 1976.
Friday,
are
But all of the pomp and ceremony will
Statewide the toll this year stands at
Church
Pleasant
Grove
South
Two others died in traffic accidents and
gang members fired a confirmed victims.
be meaningless unless Carter is able to
612 or less than the number through last
ALANSAUSAGE
in the Murray area.
two died in the Beverly Hills night club
submachine gun, shotgun and
convince two-thirds of the Senate that
Sept.6.
this
retired
Owen,
Rev.
who,
fire.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. ( AP —
pistol into the crowded Golden
• „(7-REENPEPPERS
year, lives in Paducah.
Dragon restaurant Sunday, A swastika-wearing white
"225
youth fired an M1 carbine on a
police said.
INCORRECT NAME
crowd of blacks at a Labor
The name of a driver of one
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP ) — Day picnic, killing one man
(Continued From Page One)
executive, and Wanda Dick, wife of a
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